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CRITICALLY FINITE RANDOM MAPS OF AN INTERVAL
JASON ATNIP AND MARIUSZ URBAN´SKI
Abstract. We consider random multimodal C3 maps with negative Schwarzian deriva-
tive, defined on a finite union of closed intervals in [0, 1], onto the interval [0, 1] with the
base space Ω and a base invertible ergodic map θ : Ω→ Ω preserving a probability measure
m on Ω. We denote the corresponding skew product map by T and call it a critically finite
random map of an interval. We prove that there exists a subset AA(T ) of [0, 1] with the
following properties:
(1) For each t ∈ AA(T ) a t–conformal random measure νt exists. We denote by λt,νt,ω
the corresponding generalized eigenvalues of the corresponding dual operators L∗t,ω,
ω ∈ Ω.
(2) Given t ≥ 0 any two t–conformal random measures are equivalent.
(3) The expected topological pressure of the parameter t:
EP(t) :=
∫
Ω
logλt,ν,ωdm(ω).
is independent of the choice of a t–conformal random measure ν.
(4) The function
AA(T ) ∋ t 7−→ EP(t) ∈ R
is monotone decreasing and Lipschitz continuous.
(5) With bT being defined as the supremum of such parameters t ∈ AA(T ) that EP(t) ≥
0, it holds that
EP(bT ) = 0 and [0, bT ] ⊂ Int(AA(T )).
(6) HD(Jω(T )) = bT for m–a.e ω ∈ Ω, where Jω(T ), ω ∈ Ω, form the random closed set
generated by the skew product map T .
(7) bT = 1 if and only if
⋃
∆∈G
∆ = [0, 1], and then Jω(T ) = [0, 1] for all ω ∈ Ω.
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1. Introduction
This paper has three primary sources of motivation: random dynamical systems, smooth
multimodal maps of an interval with negative Schwarzian derivative and conformal dynam-
ical systems. The general idea behind random dynamics is that one considers a generalized
skew product map. More precisely,
• a probability space Ω is given with a probability measure m,
• an ergodic invertible measurable map θ : Ω→ Ω preserving measure m is given,
• for every ω ∈ Ω a closed subset Jω of a complete metrizable space X is given,
• for every ω ∈ Ω a continuous map Tω : Jω → Jθ(ω) is given. Moreover the map
Ω ∋ ω 7→ Jω is a closed random set, i.e. it satisfies a certain measurability condition
which we will describe later.
Then the induced map
T : J :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × Jω → J ,
T (ω, x) :=
(
θ(ω), Tω(x)
)
is called the corresponding generalized skew product map or a random dynamical system.
In order to see randomness more clearly, consider the maps
T nω := Tθn−1(ω) ◦ Tθn−2(ω) ◦ . . . Tθ(ω) ◦ Tω : Jω −→ Jθn(ω).
One can view this composition scheme as iterating randomly the maps Tω according to
the random process governed by the measure preserving ergodic map θ : Ω → Ω. This is
“particularly random” when θ is a Bernoulli shift, which essentially means that the maps
Tω form an independent and identically distributed sequence of random variables. The
general task of random dynamical systems is to search for probability measures µ on J
whose marginal is equal to m, i.e.
ν ◦ π−1Ω = m,
where
πΩ : Ω×X −→ Ω
is the projection onto the first coordinate. One typically looks for such measures with some
prescribed dynamical, stochastic, or geometric properties, and then one studies them.
3More on the abstract setting of random dynamical systems can be found in [1], [15], [16],
[20]. We also recommend the little, well written, book of Hans Crauel [11]. Additional
papers on random dynamics, somewhat related to our current work include [2]–[7], [12],
[14], [15]–[19], [20], [22], [28] and [29]. This list is not by any means complete. Our approach
to randomness stems from [22].
Our second motivation, deterministic iteration of smooth multimodal maps of an interval
with negative Schwarzian derivative, also has a long history and forms a well established
fully developed sophisticated theory. It all began with the seminal paper [24] of Michal
Misiurewicz in 1981 and has been rapidly developing ever since. A good, reader friendly
introduction to this theory can be found in the classical book [10] by Pierre Collett and
Paul Eckmann. A full systematic exposition is available in the book [23] by Wellington de
Melo and Sebastian van Strien. Given a C3 map f , the Schwarzian derivative S(f) of f is
given by the formula
S(f) =
(
f ′′
f ′
)′
−
1
2
(
f ′′
f ′
)2
=
f ′′′
f ′
−
3
2
(
f ′′
f ′
)2
.
The key feature of negative Schwarzian derivative S(f) is that it entails a bounded distor-
tion property almost as strong as the Koebe’s Distortion Theorem for univalent holomorphic
maps on the complex plane C. This is the most important property due to which the above
mentioned theory of deterministic maps of an interval works so well, and due to which our
treatment of random maps with negative Schwarzian derivative was possible. We describe
it now.
The probability space Ω endowed with the θ-invariant probability measure m is as above.
Given a finite collection G of closed subintervals of the unit interval [0, 1] with mutually
empty interiors, the set M, with full notation of Section 4.1 denoted by M(G; κ,A, γ), is
a collection of C3 maps with negative Schwarzian derivatives, from the intervals in G onto
[0, 1] satisfying some mild natural uniformity conditions. We iterate these maps randomly.
More precisely,
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ Tω ∈M(G; κ,A, γ)
is a measurable map in the sense of Crauel [11]. We cannot iterate these maps yet as
described above. This would be actually possible if we demand that the union of intervals
forming G is equal to the whole interval [0, 1]. But we do not assume this. We allow this
but are far from assuming this. Then already the first iterate Tω(x), x ∈ [0, 1], may not
be well defined. We therefore define the random closed sets Jω(T ) as the sets of all points
x ∈ [0, 1] for which all iterates T nω (x), n ≥ 0, are well defined, i.e. they belong to elements
of G. Then we have a good map
T : J (T ) :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × Jω(T ) −→ J (T ).
We call this map a random critically finite map of the interval [0, 1]. Our primary goals
in this paper are twofold. To investigate the existence, uniqueness, and properties of
random conformal measures for T and random T–invariant measures (both with marginal
m) absolutely continuous/equivalent with respect to conformal measures.
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A random measure ν = νt on J (T ) is called t–conformal if there exists a measurable
function λ : Ω→ (0,∞) such that
νθ(ω)(Tω(A)) = λω
∫
A
|T ′ω|
t
dνω(1.1)
for every special set A ⊆ Jω(T ) and m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω, and also
νω
(
T−1ω,∆(A)
)
= λ−1ω
∫
A
∣∣∣(T−1ω,∆)′∣∣∣t dνθ(ω)
for every ω ∈ Ω, every ∆ ∈ G and every Borel set A ⊂ [0, 1]. We call the former prop-
erty throughout the paper, t–Fconformal while the latter t–Bconformal. Quite frequently,
in random (and deterministic as well) dynamical systems both t–Fconformality and t–
Bconformality are equivalent. But here, because of the existence of critical points of the
maps Tω, the situation is much more subtle. We fully settle (see Corollary 8.2) the relation
between Fconformality and Bconformality of critically finite maps in Section 8 entitled
“t–Fconformal, t–Bconformal, and t-conformal Measures”. The existence of t–conformal
measures is one of the major issues in our paper, one which however, trivially disappears
if the union of the elements of G is the entire interval [0, 1] and one is merely interested in
1–conformal measures. Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] makes it then. We do deal with non-
trivial conformal measures. In order to present our corresponding result meaningfully, we
need some further definitions; they will be needed to formulate some other major theorems
as well. We introduce some technical condition (see Definition 9.1) and denote by AA(T )
the set of all parameters t ≥ 0 that satisfy it. We prove (see Theorem 9.8) that
For each t ∈ AA(T ) a t–conformal random measure νt exists.
and
Given t ≥ 0 any two t–conformal random measures are equivalent.
But this is not the end of this issue. We investigate the structure of the set AA(T )
further. Indeed, for every t ∈ AA(T ), we introduce the expected topological pressure of
the parameter t:
EP(t) :=
∫
Ω
log λt,ν,ωdm(ω).
We show that this number is independent of the choice of t–conformal measure ν. We prove
that that the function
AA(T ) ∋ t 7−→ EP(t) ∈ R
is monotone decreasing and Lipschitz continuous. We define bT as the supremum of such
parameters t ∈ AA(T ) that EP(t) ≥ 0. We show that
EP(bT ) = 0 and [0, bT ] ⊂ Int(AA(T )).
The construction of t–conformal measures for t ∈ AA(T ) is technical and involved.
First we truncate the original system T by defining some sequence J (k)(T ), k ≥ 1, of
5T–invariant closed sets whose points, under iterates of T , omit some appropriate neigh-
borhoods of zero. These neighborhoods are constructed in such a way that the maps
T |J (k)(T ) : J
(k)(T ) → J (k)(T ), k ≥ 1, satisfy all the requirements of the distance expand-
ing random maps considered in [22]. In particular, we get the corresponding t-conformal
measures ν
(t)
k , k ≥ 1, for the system T |J (k)(T ). We finally show that any weak limit in the
narrow topology, in sense of [11], of the ν
(t)
k , k ≥ 1, is a t–conformal measure for the map
T : J → J .
Now, we pass to T -invariant measures absolutely continuous with respect to conformal
measures. We prove the following.
Theorem 1.1. For every admissible parameter t ≥ 0, i.e. belonging to AA(T), there exists
a unique T–invariant random measure on J (T ) absolutely continuous with respect to νt.
In addition µt is equivalent to νt and ergodic.
We construct the measure νt globally as a weak limit, in the narrow topology, of ergodic
averages of the measures νt ◦ T
−n, n ≥ 1. A technical reasoning then shows that µt is
equivalent ot νt, ergodic and unique. The last property, in particular, is obtained by making
use of the above mentioned fact, that any two t–conformal measures are equivalent.
Our third main theme in this paper is the question of what is the value of Hausdorff
dimension of the fiberwise sets Jω(T ), ω ∈ Ω. It follows immediately from ergodicity of
the map θ : Ω → Ω that the function Ω ∋ ω 7→ HD(Jω(T )) ∈ [0, 1] is m–a.e constant.
But what is its value? Our answer is a version of Bowen’s formula tracing back to and
primarily motivated by the seminal pioneering work of Rufus Bowen ([8]) on the Hausdorff
dimension of the limit sets of quasi–Fuchsian groups where he employed for the first time
the machinery of thermodynamic formalism to determine the Hausdorff dimension. Indeed,
we prove that
HD(Jω(T )) = bT
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω, i.e. HD(Jω(T )) is equal to the first zero of the expected topological
pressure function EP(t), t ≥ 0. Our proof primarily stems from the work [22] but is
technically considerably more involved due to the existence of critical points and lack of
hyperbolicity.
As the last result of this paper we prove the following theorem which shows that the sets
Jω(T ), ω ∈ Ω, are all, up to a set of m–measure zero, true fractals unless
I∗ =
⋃
∆∈G
∆ = [0, 1],
in which case each set Jω(T ) is equal to [0, 1].
Theorem 1.2. If T : J (T )→ J (T ) is a random critically finite map, then
bT = 1 if an only if
⋃
∆∈G
∆ = [0, 1],
and then Jω(T ) = [0, 1] for all ω ∈ Ω.
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2. Preliminaries on Random Measures
We consider a Polish space (complete separable metrizable space)X , with Borel σ-algebra
B, and a complete probability space (Ω,F , m).
Let B ⊗F be the product σ-algebra of F and B. A probability measure ν on Ω ×X
with respect to the product σ-algebra B ⊗ F is said to be random probability measure
relative to m if it has marginal m, i.e. if
ν ◦ π−1Ω = m,
where
πΩ : Ω×X −→ Ω
is the projection onto the first coordinate, i.e. defined by πΩ(ω, x) = ω. If (νω)ω∈Ω are
disintegrations of ν with respect to the partition
(
{ω} × X
)
ω∈Ω
, then these satisfy the
following properties:
(1) For every B ∈ B, the map Ω ∋ ω 7−→ νω(B) ∈ X is measurable,
(2) For m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω, the map B ∋ B 7−→ νω(B) ∈ X is a Borel probability measure.
Equivalently, to come up with a random probability measure relative to m, one can start
with a family (νω)ω∈Ω of probability measures on (X,B) satisfying conditions (1) and (2)
above, and then define the measure ν on (Ω×X,B ⊗F ) by the formula
ν(A) :=
∫
Ω
νω(Aω) dm,
where the sets Aω, ω ∈ Ω, are uniquely determined by the condition that
{ω} × Aω = A ∩ ({ω} ×X).
Equivalently
Aω = πX(A ∩ ({ω} ×X)),
where
πX : Ω×X −→ X
is the projection onto the second coordinate, i.e. defined by πX(ω, x) = x. The space of all
random probability measures relative to m will be denoted in the sequel by
M1m(X).
Denote by 2X the family of all subsets of X . Let ρ be any complete metric on X
compatible with its topology. Following [11] we say that a function F : Ω→ 2X is a closed
random set if and only if the set F (ω) ⊂ X is a closed subset of X for all ω ∈ Ω and
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ ρ(x, F (ω)) := inf{ρ(x, y) : y ∈ F (ω)} ∈ [0,+∞)
is measurable for every x ∈ X . We frequently identify a closed random set with its graph
graph(F ) :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × F (ω).
Of course
graph(F )ω = F (ω)
7and with our identification, we have
Fω = F (ω).
We say that a measurable set U ⊆ Ω×X is an open random set if its complement is a closed
random set. We again identify an open random set with its graph. Since our probability
measure m on Ω is complete, Proposition 2.4 of [11] implies the following.
Proposition 2.1. A function F : Ω → 2X is a closed random set if and only if the set
F (ω) ⊂ X is a closed subset of X for all ω ∈ Ω and graph(F ) is a measurable subset of
Ω×X.
This proposition in turn directly implies the following.
Proposition 2.2. A function F : Ω → 2X is an open random set if and only if the set
F (ω) ⊂ X is an open subset of X for all ω ∈ Ω and graph(F ) is a measurable subset of
Ω×X.
As a direct consequence of these two propositions we get the following.
Proposition 2.3. Random closed and open sets behave naturally under set theoretical
operations. More precisely.
(1) Any countable intersection of closed random sets is a closed random sets.
(2) Any countable union of open random sets is an open random sets.
(3) Any finite union of of closed random sets is a closed random sets.
(4) Any finite intersection of open random sets is an open random sets.
Having all of that, the standard proof (see for example, the proof of Lemma 1.5.7 in
[9]) yields inner and outer regularity of any random measure ν. Precisely, we have the
following.
Theorem 2.4. Every random measure ν ∈ M1m(X), where X is a Polish space, is inner
and outer regular, meaning that if A is a measurable set in Ω×X then
ν(A) = sup {ν(F ) : F ⊆ A is a closed random set}
= inf {ν(G) : G ⊇ A is an open random set} .
Consider a closed random set
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ Jω ⊆ X
and let
J :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × Jω.
The random measure ν is said to be supported on J if
ν(J ) = 1.
Equivalently:
νω(Jω) = 1
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for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω.
Denote by M1m(J ) the set of all random probability measures relative to m supported
on J .
Following Crauel ([11]), we say that a function g : Ω × X −→ R is said to be random
continuous if the function
gω : X −→ R,
given by the formula
gω(z) = g(ω, z),
is continuous for m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω, and for each x ∈ X , the function
gx : Ω −→ R
is measurable, where
gx(ω) = g(ω, x).
A function g : J → R is said to be random continuous if it has an extension to a random
continuous from Ω×X to R.
Then, according to [11], the function g : J → R is measurable. Still following [11], we
put
‖g‖∞ := ess sup
(
‖gω‖∞ : ω ∈ Ω
)
and denote by
Cb(J )
the space of all random continuous functions g from J to R for which
‖g‖∞ < +∞.
Obviously ‖·‖∞ is a norm on the vector space Cb(J ) and makes this space a Banach space.
We denote by C∗b (J ) the set of all elements s in⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × C∗b (Jω).
such that for every g ∈ Cb(J ), the map
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ sω(gω) ∈ R
is measurable and
‖s‖∞ := ess sup(‖sω‖∞ : ω ∈ Ω)
is finite. Obviously ‖·‖∞ is a norm on the vector space C
∗
b (J ) and makes this space into a
Banach space.
93. Conformal Measures I
We start with a very general setting. Suppose that (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) are probability
spaces. Suppose that T : X → Y is measurable with respect to the respective σ–algebras
A and B. We say that T is quasi–invariant with respect to the pair of measures (µ, ν) if
the measure µ ◦ T−1 is absolutely continuous with respect to ν. Then
(gµ) ◦ T−1 << ν
for every non–negative function g ∈ L1(µ). Let
Lµ,νg :=
d((gµ) ◦ T−1)
dν
: Y → [0,∞](3.1)
be the Radon–Nikodym derivative of gµ ◦ T−1 with respect to ν. Lµ,ν then extends to a
bounded (with norm 1) linear operator from L1(µ) to L1(ν) by the formula
Lµ,νg = Lµ,νg+ − Lµ,νg−,
where g = g+− g− is the canonical decomposition of g into its positive and negative parts.
By the very definition (3.1) and linearity, we have that∫
Y
Lµ,νgdν = gµ(T
−1(Y )) = gµ(X) =
∫
X
gdµ.(3.2)
It also immediately follows from (3.1) that if g = f ◦T , where f : Y → R belongs to L1(ν),
then
Lµ,ν
(
h · (f ◦ T )
)
= f · Lµ,ν(h)
for every h ∈ L1(µ). In particular if f = 1F , where F ∈ B, then
(3.3)
µ(T−1(F )) =
∫
X
1T−1(F )dµ =
∫
X
1F ◦ Tdµ
=
∫
Y
Lµ,ν(1F ◦ T )dν =
∫
Y
1FLµ,ν(1)dν
=
∫
F
Lµ,ν(1)dν.
We say that a measurable map T : X → Y is of standard type if there exists a countable
partition (Xk)
∞
k=0 of X such that
(a) Each set Xk is measurable,
(b) Each set T (Xk) is measurable,
(c) For all k ≥ 0 the map T |Xk : Xk → Y is 1-to-1.
Then for every x ∈ X , we define JˆT (x) ∈ [0,∞] to be the reciprocal of the Jacobian of the
map
(T |Xk)
−1 : T (Xk)→ Xk
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with respect to the measures ν and µ evaluated at the point T (x), where k ≥ 0 is the
unique integer such that x ∈ Xk. Of course, even this is not openly indicated in the symbol
JˆT (x), it does depend on both measures µ and ν. We then have
Lµ,νg(y) =
∑
x∈T−1(y)
g(x)
JˆT (x)
.(3.4)
We assume the standard convention that
1/0 = +∞ and 1/(+∞) = 0.
We shall show that
(3.5) ν
(
T
(
Jˆ−1T (0)
))
= 0.
Indeed, if ν
(
T
(
Jˆ−1T (0)
))
> 0, then there exists at least one k ≥ 0 such that
ν
(
T
(
Xk ∩ Jˆ
−1
T (0)
))
> 0.
Hence,
1 ≥ µ
(
Xk ∩ Jˆ
−1
T (0)
)
=
∫
T(Xk∩Jˆ−1T (0))
1
JˆT ◦ (T |Xk)
−1
dν =
∫
T(Xk∩Jˆ−1T (0))
+∞ = +∞.
This contradiction finishes the proof of formula (3.5).
With the above setting, we call the map T : X → Y JˆT–Bconformal with respect to the
pair of measures (µ, ν); the letter “B” comes from “backward”. In other words, having a
measurable function ψ : X → [0,+∞], we say that the map T : X → Y is ψ–Bconformal
with respect to the pair of measures (µ, ν) if it is quasi–invariant with respect to this pair
and
JˆT = ψ.
We say that a measurable set A ⊆ X is special if T |A is 1–to–1.
Relaxing quasi–invariance and given a measurable function ψ : X → [0,+∞], we say that
the map T : X → Y is ψ–Fconformal with respect to the pair of measures (µ, ν) (letter
“F” coming from “forward”) if for every special subset A of X we have that T (A) ∈ B and
ν(T (A)) =
∫
A
ψ dµ(3.6)
Formula (3.6) means that ψ is the Jacobian of T with respect to the measures µ and ν,
and we then frequently write
ψ = JT ,
i.e denoting by JT this Jacobian. Obviously,
(3.7) µ(ψ−1(∞)) = 0.
It follows from (3.6) that for every k ≥ 0 we have
ν(T (Xk ∩ ψ
−1(0))) =
∫
Xk∩ψ−1(0)
ψdµ = 0.
11
Hence, summing over all k ≥ 0, we get
ν(T (ψ−1(0))) = 0.(3.8)
The map T is called ψ–conformal with respect to the pair of measures (µ, ν) if it is both
ψ–Bconformal and ψ–Fconformal with respect to this pair of measures. We shall prove the
following.
Proposition 3.1. Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) be probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y
is a measurable map of standard type. Let ψ : X → [0,+∞] be a measurable function.
(a) If T is ψ–Bconformal with respect to µ and ν, and ν(T (ψ−1(∞))) = 0, then
T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν.
In particular:
JT = ψ = JˆT .
Conversely:
(b) If T is ψ–Fconformal with respect to µ and ν and µ(ψ−1(0)) = 0, then
T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν.
In particular:
JˆT = ψ = JT .
Proof. (a) Because of (3.5), we have that
ν(T (ψ−1(0))) = ν
(
T
(
Jˆ−1T (0)
))
= 0.
Let A ⊆ X be a special set. We then have
(3.9)
∫
A
ψdµ =
∫
X
ψ1Adµ =
∫
Y
Lµ,ν(ψ1A)dν =
∫
Y
∑
x∈T−1(y)
ψ(x)1A(x)
(
1
ψ(x)
)
dν(y)
=
∫
T (A)
1dν = ν(T (A))
So, the map T is ψ–Fconformal with respect to µ and ν, thus the item (a) is established.
(b) The ψ–Fconformality implies that
dν ◦ T |Xk
dµ
(x) = ψ(x).
Since µ(ψ−1(0)) = 0, this implies that µ|Xk ◦ (T |Xk)
−1 << ν|T (Xk) and
dµ|Xk ◦ (T |Xk)
−1
dν|T (Xk)
=
1
ψ
◦ (T |Xk)
−1.
Therefore the map T : X → Y is quasi–invariant with respect to µ and ν and JˆT = ψ.
Thus, the item (b) is established, and the proof of the entire proposition is complete. 
We derive the following three immediate consequences of this proposition.
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Corollary 3.2. Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) be probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y
is a measurable map of standard type. If ψ : X → [0,∞) is a measurable function and T
is ψ–Bconformal with respect to µ and ν, then
T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν.
In particular:
JT = ψ = JˆT .
Corollary 3.3. Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) be probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y
is a measurable map of standard type. If ψ : X → (0,∞] is a measurable function and T
is ψ–Fconformal with respect to µ and ν, then
T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν and
JˆT = ψ = JT .
Corollary 3.4. Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) be probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y
is a measurable map of standard type. If ψ : X → (0,∞) is a measurable function, then
the following conditions are equivalent:
• T is ψ–Bconformal with respect to µ and ν.
• T is ψ–Fconformal with respect to µ and ν.
• T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν.
If any of these conditions holds, then
JˆT = ψ = JT .
Now we want to formulate an integral criterion for quasi–invariance. Keep (X,A, µ) and
(Y,B, ν) as probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y is a measurable map of standard
type. Let ψ : X → [0,∞] be a measurable function. Denote by L+∞(X) the set of all
non-negative bounded functions on X measurable with respect the σ–algebra A. For every
g ∈ L+∞(X) define Lψg : X → (0,∞] by the following formula:
Lψg(y) :=
∑
x∈T−1(y)
g(x)(1/ψ(x)).(3.10)
Of course Lψg ≥ 0 but it may take on the value ∞. We shall prove the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let (X,A, µ) and (Y,B, ν) be probability spaces. Assume that T : X → Y
is a measurable map of standard type. Let ψ : X → [0,∞] be a measurable function. Then
(a) T is ψ–Bconformal respect to µ and ν
if and only if
(b)
∫
Y
Lψgdν =
∫
X
gdµ for every g ∈ L+∞(X).
Proof. The implication (a) ⇒ (b) results directly from (3.2). For the converse, i.e. (b) ⇒
(a), observe that (3.10) yields
Lψ
(
h · (f ◦ T )
)
= f · Lψ(h).
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for every f ∈ L+∞(Y ). Having this, (3.3) goes through unchanged to give
µ(T−1(F )) =
∫
F
Lψ1dν.
In particular, if ν(F ) = 0, then µ(T−1(F )) = 0, meaning that T is quasi–invariant. It
also follows from (b) that Lψ(L
+
∞(X)) ⊆ L
1(ν). Consequently Lψ(L∞(X)) ⊆ L
1(ν) and (b)
extends to all functions g ∈ L∞(X). The standard approximation argument then shows
that (b) extends to the space L1+(µ) and, by linearity, to L
1(µ). Also, for every k ≥ 0
denote Tk := T |Xk : Xk → T (Xk). Then for every measurable set A ⊆ T (Xk), we get
µ
(
T−1k (A)
)
= µ(1T−1
k
(A)) =
∫
Y
Lψ
(
1T−1
k
(A)
)
dν =
∫
Y
∑
x∈T−1(y)
1
ψ(x)
1T−1
k
(A)(x) dν(y)
=
∫
A
1
ψ(T−1k (y))
dν(y).
Therefore JˆT (x) = ψ(x) and the implication that (b) ⇒ (a) is established. The proof of
the proposition is thus complete. 
Remark 3.6. It follows from the proof of this proposition that in its context, Lψg is
well–defined ν–almost everywhere for all g ∈ L1(µ) and Lψ(g) ∈ L
1(ν). Thus the formula
L∗ψν(g) = ν(Lψg), g ∈ L
1(µ),
defines a finite measure (L∗ψν(1) = ν(Lψ1) < +∞) on Y , and both items (a) and (b) in
Proposition 3.5 become equivalent to
(c): L∗ψν = µ.
We shall prove the following.
Proposition 3.7. Let X and Y be compact metrizable spaces. Assume that T : X → Y is
a continuous map of standard type. Let µ and ν be Borel probability measures respectively
on X and Y . Assume that ψ : X → (0,∞) is a continuous function such that
(1) Lψ(1) is bounded and, moreover,
(2) Lψ(C(X)) ⊆ C(Y ).
Denote by L∗ψ : C
∗(Y ) → C∗(X) the corresponding dual operator. Then the following are
equivalent.
(a) T is ψ–Bconformal with respect to µ and ν.
(b) T is ψ–F conformal with respect to µ and ν.
(c) T is ψ–conformal with respect to µ and ν.
(d) L∗ψν = µ in the sense of item (c) from Remark 3.6.
(e) L∗ψν = µ in the sense resulting from items (1) and (2) above.
If any of these conditions holds, then
JˆT = ψ = JT .
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Proof. Items (a), (b) and (c) are equivalent by Corollary 3.4. Item (d) is equivalent to
them by Remark 3.6. Of course (d) implies (e). Assuming in turn (e), the standard
approximation procedure leads to part (d). The proof is complete. 
4. Basics of Critically Finite Random Maps of an Interval
4.1. The Setting of Random Critically Finite Maps of an Interval. Given a C3
map g from an interval to R, we denote the Schwarzian derivative of g by S(g) which is
given by
S(g) =
(
g′′
g′
)′
−
1
2
(
g′′
g′
)2
=
g′′′
g′
−
3
2
(
g′′
g′
)2
,
where g′ denotes the usual derivative.
Let G be a finite collection of closed intervals with disjoint interiors contained in I = [0, 1].
We assume that both 0 and 1 belong to its union; furthermore we assume that 0 and 1
belong to two different elements of G. Denote them respectively by ∆0 and ∆1. Denote:
I∗ :=
⋃
∆∈G
∆.
For every map g : I∗ → I, by g0 and g1 we mean
g0 := g|∆0 and g1 := g|∆1
respectively. Let
G = GC ∪ GE with GC ∩ GE = ∅.
Let κ > 1, let A > 1, and let γ : GC −→ N = {1, 2, 3, , ...} be an arbitrary function. Let
M(G; κ,A, γ) consist of all continuous maps
f : I∗ −→ I
such that the following hold
(M1) For all ∆ ∈ G the map f |∆ is C
3, injective, f(∆) = I, and S(f |∆) < 0. We denote
f−1∆ :=
(
f |∆
)−1
: I −→ ∆.
(M2) For all ∆ ∈ GE and for all x ∈ ∆ we have |f
′(x)| ≥ κ.
(M3) For all ∆ ∈ GC there is a unique point c∆ ∈ ∆, in fact, c∆ ∈ ∂∆, such that
f ′(c∆) = 0.
(M4) For all ∆ ∈ GC , we have f(c∆) ∈ {0, 1} and f(1) = 0 (chosen for ease of exposition).
(M5) Furthermore:
(M5a)
f(0) = 0, f ′(0) ≥ κ > 1, and f ′(1) ≤ −κ,
(M5b)
‖f ′‖∞ ≤ A,
and
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(M5c) There exists s ∈ (0, 1) such that
f−10
(
max{|∆0|, |∆1|}
)
≤ s,
where |∆| denotes the length of an interval ∆, and
|f ′(x)| ≥ κ
for all x ∈ [0, s] ∪ [1− s, 1].
(M6) For every ∆ ∈ GC there exists a C
3 function A∆ : ∆→ [1/A,A] ∪ [−A,−1/A] such
that
|A′∆(x)| ∈ [1/A,A]
and
f(x) = f(c∆) + A∆(x)(x− c∆)
1+γ∆
for every x ∈ ∆. We will frequently write γc for γ∆ if c ∈ ∆.
1
0 1
Figure 1. A typical element of M(G; κ,A, γ).
We define f−10 : I → ∆0 to be the inverse of the map f0 : ∆0 → I and f
−1
1 : I → ∆1 to
be the inverse of the map f1 : ∆1 → I.
Define
Crit(G) := {c∆ : ∆ ∈ GC}
Further define:
G
(0)
C :=
{
∆ ∈ GC : f(c∆) = 0
}
and G
(1)
C :=
{
∆ ∈ GC : f(c∆) = 1
}
,
and finally:
Crit0(G) :=
{
c∆ : ∆ ∈ G
(0)
C
}
and Crit1(G) :=
{
c∆ : ∆ ∈ G
(1)
C
}
.
In order to avoid the standard case of random expanding systems, whose systematic account
can be found for example in [22], we assume that Crit(G) 6= ∅. Furthermore, for the ease
and uniformity of exposition, we assume more, namely that
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(M7)
Crit0(G) 6= ∅.
Note that with our definition of the space M(G; κ,A, γ), the above critical sets do not
depend on the map f ∈M(G; κ,A, γ).
We further assume that
(M8) (Ω,F , m), a probability space, is given and
θ : Ω −→ Ω
is an automorphism preserving measure m, i.e.
m ◦ θ−1 = m.
In addition, we assume that the map θ : Ω −→ Ω is ergodic with respect to m, and
that the map
[(M9)]
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ Tω ∈M(G; κ,A, γ)
is a measurable map in the sense that for every x ∈ I∗ the map
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ Tω(x) ∈ [0, 1]
is measurable.
Then also the map
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ T ′ω(x) ∈ [0, 1]
is measurable. The map θ : Ω −→ Ω is called the base map and the function
T : Ω× I∗ −→ Ω× I
is the associated skew product map given by
T (ω, x) := (θ(ω), Tω(x)).
Given an integer n ≥ 1 and a finite string Γ := (Γ0,Γ1, . . . ,Γn−2,Γn−1) ∈ G
n :=
∏n
1 G (we
will usually denote the elements of the sets Gn, n ≥ 1, by Γ), we denote
(4.1) T−nω,Γ := T
−1
ω,Γ0
◦ T−1θ(ω),Γ1 . . . T
−1
θn−2(ω),Γn−2
◦ T−1θn−1(ω),Γn−1 : I −→ Γ0 ⊂ I.
Then, we define
T nω :
⋃
Γ∈Gn
T−nω,Γ(I) −→ I
by declaring that for every Γ ∈ Gn and every x ∈ I,
T nω
∣∣
T−n
ω,Γ(I)
(x) = x.
So, for every ω ∈ Ω, every integer n ≥ 0, and every x ∈
⋃
Γ∈Gn T
−n
ω,Γ(I), we have
T nω (x) = Tθn−1(ω) ◦ Tθn−2(ω) ◦ . . . Tθ(ω) ◦ Tω(x).
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Definition 4.1. For all ω ∈ Ω we define the set
Jω(T ) :=
{
x ∈ I : T nω (x) ∈ I∗ ∀n ≥ 0
}
=
∞⋂
n=0
T−nω (I∗).
So, Jω(T ) is a non–empty closed subset of I∗ ⊆ I and the map
Ω ∋ ω 7−→ Jω(T ) ⊂ I
is a random closed set. Since for every ∆ ∈ G, the map Tω|∆ : ∆ −→ I is bijective, we get
that
Tω(Jω(T )) =
⋃
∆∈G
Tω
(
∆ ∩ T−nω (I∗)
)
=
⋃
∆∈G
Tω
(
∞⋂
n=0
∆ ∩ T−1ω
(
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω) (I∗)
))
=
⋃
∆∈G
∞⋂
n=1
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω) (I∗) =
∞⋂
n=1
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω) (I∗) =
∞⋂
n=0
T−nθ(ω)(I∗)
= Jθ(ω)(T ).
Setting
J (T ) :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × Jω(T ),
we thus get a topological random dynamical system
T : J (T )→ J (T )
defined by
T (ω, x) := (θ(ω), Tω(x)) .
We call this map a random critically finite map of the interval [0, 1].
4.2. Examples. We shall now describe a very large class of critically finite random maps
of an interval. Let Ω be any Borel set contained in (3,+∞), let m be any Borel probability
measure on Ω, and let
θ : Ω −→ Ω
be any invertible Borel measurable map preserving m, i.e. m ◦ θ−1 = m. Fix two numbers
0 < a < b < 1. Let
Gˆ :=
{[
a
(0)
j ,
a
(0)
j + b
(0)
j
2
]}s
j=1
∪
{[
a
(0)
j + b
(0)
j
2
, b
(0)
j
]}s
j=1
∪
∪
{[
a
(1)
j ,
a
(1)
j + b
(1)
j
2
]}s
j=1
∪
{[
a
(1)
j + b
(1)
j
2
, b
(1)
j
]}s
j=1
be any finite collection of closed subintervals of [a, b] with mutually disjoint interiors. Let
G =
{
Gˆ, [0, a], [b, 1]
}
.
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For every ω ∈ Ω define the map
Tω : I∗ = [0, a] ∪
s⋃
j=1
[a
(0)
j , b
(0)
j ] ∪
s⋃
j=1
[a
(1)
j , b
(1)
j ] ∪ [b, 1] −→ I
by the following formula:
Tω(x) :=


a−1x if x ∈ [0, a]
(
2
b
(0)
j −a
(0)
j
)ω ∣∣∣∣x− a(0)j +b(0)j2
∣∣∣∣
ω
if x ∈ [a
(0)
j , b
(0)
j ]
1−
(
2
b
(1)
j −a
(1)
j
)ω ∣∣∣∣x− a(1)j +b(1)j2
∣∣∣∣
ω
if x ∈ [a
(1)
j , b
(1)
j ]
x
b−1
+ 1
1−b
if x ∈ [b, 1].
It is straightforward (direct calculation) to check that all the maps Tω : I∗ → I have
negative Schwarzian derivative and belong to M(G; κ,A, γ) with appropriate parameters
κ, A, γ. The corresponding skew–product map
T : Ω× I∗ −→ I
along with the map θ : Ω → Ω and measure m form a critically finite random map of an
interval.
4.3. Preliminaries on Critically Finite Random Maps of an Interval. Throughout
this section always take ω ∈ Ω. For every integer k ≥ 1, set
Iω(k) := [T
−k
ω,0(1), T
−(k−1)
ω,0 (1)] = T
−(k−1)
ω,0 ([T
−1
θk−1(ω),0
(1), 1]) = T−1ω,0(Iθ(ω)(k − 1)) ⊆ ∆0,
where the last equality sign holds assuming that k ≥ 2. Furthermore, set
Uω(k) :=
[
T−kω,0(1), 1
]
=
k⋃
j=1
Iω(j)
and
Vω(k) := T
−k
ω,0([0, 1]) =
[
0, T−kω,0(1)
]
= I\Int(Uω(k)) = {0} ∪
∞⋃
ℓ=k+1
Iω(ℓ),
where Int(A) denotes the interior of A. Note that
Vω(1) = ∆0.
The sequence (Uω(k))
∞
k=1 is ascending while (Vω(k))
∞
k=1 is descending with⋃
k≥1
Uω(k) = (0, 1] and
⋂
k≥1
Vω(k) = {0} .
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By our conditions (M1)–(M7), we have that
|Iω(k)| ≍
∣∣(T−kω )′(0)∣∣−1 (1− T−1θk−1(ω),0(1)) ≍ ∣∣(T kω )′(0)∣∣−1(4.2)
and
T−kω,0(1) ≍
∣∣(T kω )′(0)∣∣−1 ,(4.3)
where in here and in the sequel the relation
A . B
means that the exists a constant C ∈ (0,+∞) independent of appropriate, always clearly
indicated in the context, variables in A and/or B such that
A ≤ CB.
Analogously, A & B. Also,
A ≍ B
if A . B and B . A.
Let ∆ ∈ G
(0)
C . Then for all x ∈ ∆ we have that,
|T ′ω(x)| ≍ |x− c∆|
γ∆ and Tω(x) ≍ |x− c∆|
1+γ∆ .(4.4)
Consequently,
(4.5) |T ′ω(x)| ≍ Tω(x)
γ∆
1+γ∆
and
(4.6)
∣∣(T−1ω,∆)′(z)∣∣ ≍ z− γ∆1+γ∆
for every z ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, if A ⊆ [0, 1] and diam(A) ≍ dist(0, A), then∣∣(T−1ω,∆)′(x)∣∣ ≍ (diam(A))− γ∆1+γ∆
for every x ∈ A. In particular, for every integer k ≥ 1 and every x ∈ Iθ(ω)(k):
|(T−1ω,∆)
′(x)| ≍ diam(Iθ(ω)(k))
−
γ∆
1+γ∆ ≍
∣∣(T kω )′(0)∣∣ γ∆1+γ∆ .(4.7)
Likewise for ∆ ∈ G
(1)
C . If x ∈ ∆, then
|T ′ω(x)| ≍ |x− c∆|
γ∆ and 1− Tω(x) ≍ |x− c∆|
1+γ∆ .(4.8)
Consequently
(4.9) |T ′ω(x)| ≍ (1− Tω(x))
γ∆
1+γ∆
and
(4.10)
∣∣(T−1ω,∆)′(z)∣∣ ≍ (1− z)− γ∆1+γ∆
for every z ∈ [0, 1]. Therefore, if A ⊆ [0, 1] and diam(A) ≍ dist(1, A), then∣∣(T−1ω,∆)′(x)∣∣ ≍ (diam(A))− γ∆1+γ∆
for every x ∈ A.
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4.4. Distortion Properties of Critically Finite Maps of an Interval. For every
bounded interval J ⊂ R and every η > 0 we denote by N(J, η) the interval having the same
center as J and whose length is equal to (1+2η) diam(J). In other words, both components
of N(J, η) \ J have lengths equal to η diam(J). We call N(J, η) the η–scaled neighborhood
of J . Each of the two components of N(J, η) \ J is called the one–sided η–scaled collar of
J . As a direct consequence of Theorem IV.1.2 (p.277) and Property 4 (p. 273) in [23] we
get the following.
Theorem 4.2 (General Bounded Distortion Property). Let ∆ ⊆ R be an interval and let
g : ∆ → R be a C3–diffeomorphism onto g(∆) such that S(g) < 0 (negative Schwarzian).
If J ⊆ ∆ is a subinterval of ∆ such that g(∆) contains an η–scaled neighborhood of g(J)
then (
η
1 + η
)2
≤
g′(y)
g′(x)
≤
(
1 + η
η
)2
for all x, y ∈ J . For the ease of notation and expression we denote
Kη :=
(
1 + η
η
)2
.
Corollary 4.3. With the assumptions of Theorem 4.2
∆ ⊇ N
(
J,
1
2
η3(2 + η)−2
)
.
Proof. Let Γ be one of the two connected components of ∆\J . Let D be the one–sided
(η/2)–scaled collar of g(J) contained in g(Γ). It follows from Theorem 4.2 applied to
g−1(N(g(J), η/2)) that
|Γ| ≥
∣∣g−1(D)∣∣ ≥ diam(D)
sup {|g′(x)| : x ∈ g−1(D)}
≥
(
η/2
1 + (η/2)
)2
diam(D)
inf {|g′(x)| : x ∈ g−1(D)}
≥
(
η
2 + η
)2
(η/2) diam(J)
inf {|g′(x)| : x ∈ J}
≥
1
2
η3(2 + η)−2 diam(J).
Hence, ∆ ⊇ N
(
J, 1
2
η3(2 + η)−2
)
. The proof is complete. 
We will mostly, if not always, apply this Theorem 4.2 for the maps of the form
T nω |T−n
ω,Γ(I)
: T−nω,Γ(I) −→ I, n ≥ 1, Γ ∈ G
n.
Since the composition of any two maps with negative Schwarzian derivative has again
negative Schwarzian derivative, as an immediate consequence of the two above facts and
(M1), we respectively get the following.
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Proposition 4.4 (Special Bounded Distortion Property). For every η ∈ (0, 1/2) there
exists Kη ∈ [1,+∞) such that for all x and y in [η, 1− η], every integer n ≥ 0, and every
Γ ∈ Gn, we have that
K−1η ≤
∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(y)∣∣∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(x)∣∣ ≤ Kη,
and, as it consequences,
(1) for every interval J ⊂ [η, 1− η],
K−1η sup
{∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣ : z ∈ J} diam(J) ≤ inf {∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣ : z ∈ J} diam(J) ≤
≤ diam
(
T−nω,Γ(J)
)
≤
≤ sup
{∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣ : z ∈ J} diam(J) ≤ Kη inf {∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣ : z ∈ J} diam(J),
(2) for every z ∈ [η, 1− η] and every r > 0 such that B(z, r) ⊂ [η, 1− η]:
B
(
T−nω,Γ(z), K
−1
η
∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣r) ⊂ T−nω,Γ(B(z, r)) ⊂ B (T−nω,Γ(z), Kη∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(z)∣∣r) .
4.5. Some Selected Dynamical Properties of Critically Finite Maps of an Inter-
val.
Definition 4.5. Given ω ∈ Ω, we call an interval J ⊆ I an ω–homterval if for every n ≥ 0,
the map T nω is well–defined on J and T
n
ω (J) ⊆ Jn with some Jn ∈ G.
Remark 4.6. Of course an equivalent characterization of an ω–homterval J ⊆ I is that all
iterates T nω : J → I, n ≥ 0, are well–defined and form diffeomorphisms from J onto T
n
ω (J).
Our first crucial technical fact is the following.
Proposition 4.7. If T : J (T ) → J (T ) is a critically finite map, then T has no ω–
homtervals for any ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. By the way of contradiction, suppose that J ⊆ I is an ω–homterval for some ω ∈ Ω.
We may assume without loss of generality that J is a maximal, in the sense of inclusion,
ω–homterval contained in I. Seeking contradiction suppose that
lim inf
n→∞
dist(0, T nω (J))
diam
(
T nω (J)
) = 0.(4.11)
Fix an arbitrary n ≥ 1 such that T nω (J)∩∆0 6= ∅. Since J is an ω–homterval, we then have
that T nω (J) ⊆ ∆0. Hence, there exists k ≥ 1 such that
T nω (J) ∩ Int(Iθn(ω)(k)) 6= ∅.
Assume that k ≥ 3. If T nω (J (T )) ∩ Iθn(ω)(j) 6= ∅ for some j ≥ k + 2, then
T nω (J (T )) ⊇ Iθn(ω)(k + 1).
Hence,
T n+k+1ω (J (T )) = T
k+1
θn(ω)(Iθn(ω)(k − 1)) = [0, 1].
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This contradiction shows that
T nω (J (T )) ∩
∞⋃
j=k+2
Iθn(ω)(j) = ∅.(4.12)
Therefore,
dist(0, T nω (J)) ≥ diam
(
Iθn(ω)(k + 2)
)
.(4.13)
By the same argument as that leading to (4.12), we get
T nω (J) ∩
k−2⋃
j=1
Iθn(ω)(j) = ∅.
So,
T nω (J) ⊆ Iθn(ω)(k − 1) ∪ Iθn(ω)(k) ∪ Iθn(ω)(k + 1).
In fact either T nω (J) is contained in the first two terms or in the last two terms of this
union. Therefore, by looking up at (M5b) to write the second inequality below, we get,
diam
(
T nω (J)
)
≤ diam
(
Iθn(ω)(k − 1)
)
+ diam
(
Iθn(ω)(k)
)
+ diam
(
Iθn(ω)(k + 1)
)
(4.14)
≤ C1 diam
(
Iθn(ω)(k + 1)
)
(4.15)
with some universal constant C1 > 0. So, applying also (4.13), we conclude that
dist(0, T nω (J))
diam
(
T nω (J)
) ≥ C−11 .
Hence, we have proved that for every n ≥ 0,
dist(0, T nω (J))
|T nω (J)|
≥ C2 := min
{
C−11 , inf {dist(0, Iτ(2)) : τ ∈ Ω}
}
> 0,(4.16)
where the second term in this minimum takes care of the cases k = 1 or 2 and the infimum
there is positive because of (M5b). Since Tτ (1) = 0 for every τ ∈ Ω, because of (M5b), and
because of the last formula of (M5a), formula (4.16) yields
dist(1, T nω (J))
diam
(
T nω (J)
) ≥ C3 > 0
with some universal constant C3 > 0. This implies that for every n ≥ 0 there exists Hn, a
C := min {C2, C3}–scaled neighborhood of T
n
ω (J) contained in (0, 1). Therefore, it follows
from Corollary 4.3 that if T−nω,J : (0, 1) → [0, 1] is the continuous inverse branch of T
n
ω
mapping T nω (J) onto J , then
T−nω,J ((0, 1)) ⊇ N(J, ε),
where ε := 1
2
C3(2 +C)−2. But then, all the iterates T nω are well-defined and diffeomorphic
on N(J, ε). So, N(J, ε) is an ω–homterval properly contained in J . This contradicts the
maximality of J and finishes the proof. 
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Corollary 4.8. For every ω ∈ Ω we have
lim
n→∞
sup
{
diam(T−nω,Γ((0, 1))) : Γ ∈ G
n
}
= 0.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that for some ω ∈ Ω this limit is not zero. This means that
there exists ε > 0 and a sequence (nk)k∈N of positive increasing integers such that
diam
(
T−nkω,Γk((0, 1))
)
≥ ε(4.17)
for some Γk ∈ G
nk and every k ∈ N. For every k ≥ 1 let xk be the middle of the interval
T−nkω,Γk(0, 1). Passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that the sequence (xk)k∈N
converges to some point x ∈ [0, 1]. Because of (4.17), we have that x ∈ [ε/2, 1− ε/2], and
for all k ≥ 1 large enough [
x−
ε
4
, x+
ε
4
]
⊆ T−nkω,Γk
(
(0, 1)
)
.
But this means that for all such ks, the map T nkω |[x−ε/4,x+ε/4] is well–defined and diffeomor-
phic. Therefore T ℓω|[x−ε/4,x+ε/4] is well–defined and diffeomorphic for all ℓ ≥ 0. This however
means that [x − ε/4, x + ε, 4] is an ω-homterval. This contradiction with Proposition 4.7
finishes the proof. 
4.6. Fiberwise Invariant Measures and Lyapunov Exponents. Denote by M1m(T )
the subset ofM1m(J (T )) consisting of all T–invariant probability measures. Denote further
by M1,0m (T ) the subset of all elements µ ∈M
1
m(T ) for which
µ(Ω× {0, 1}) = 0.
Eventually denote by M1m(T )e and M
1,0
m (T )e the respective subsets of ergodic measures in
M1m(T ) and in M
1,0
m (T ). For every µ ∈M
1
m(T ) set
χµ :=
∫
J (T )
log |T ′ω(z)| dµ(ω, z) =
∫
Ω
∫
Jω(T )
log |T ′ω(z)| dµω(z)dm(ω),
which we call the Lyapunov exponent of T with respect to the measure µ. Note that this
integral is well–defined since the function J (T ) ∋ (ω, z) 7−→ log |T ′ω| is, by (M5b), bounded
above, although it may however be equal to −∞.
We shall prove the following.
Proposition 4.9. If µ ∈M1,0m (T )e then χµ > 0.
Proof. Since µ ∈M1,0m (T )e, there exists η ∈ (0, 1/2) such that
µ(Ω× [η, 1− η]) >
3
4
.(4.18)
By virtue of Egorov’s Theorem, Corollary 4.8 yields a measurable set Ω1 ⊆ Ω such that
m(Ω1) > 3/4(4.19)
and
diam
(
T−nω,Γ
(
(0, 1)
))
<
1− 2η
2Kη
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for all ω ∈ Ω1, all n ≥ 1 large enough, say n ≥ q ≥ 1, and all Γ ∈ G
n.It then follows from
Proposition 4.4 that
1− 2η
2Kη
≥ diam
(
T−nω,Γ
(
(0, 1)
))
≥ diam
(
T−nω,Γ
(
[η, 1− η]
))
≥
1− 2η
Kη
sup
{ ∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(x)∣∣ : x ∈ [η, 1− η]}.
Hence,
sup
{ ∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′(x)∣∣ : x ∈ [η, 1− η]} ≤ 12 .
This means that
|(T nω )
′(z)| ≥ 2(4.20)
whenever ω ∈ Ω1, n ≥ q, and T
n
ω (z) ∈ [η, 1− η]. It follows from (4.18) and (4.19) that
µ
(
Ω1 × [η, 1− η]
)
>
1
2
.
For every (ω, x) ∈ J (T ), let (nk)k∈N be the sequence of consecutive visits to Ω1× [η, 1− η]
by the map T q. In particular n1 ≥ 1 and,
T qnk(ω, x) ∈ Ω1 × [η, 1− η](4.21)
for every k ≥ 1. In view of Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem, there exists a measurable set
J0 ⊆ J (T ) such that µ(J0) = 1,
lim
k→∞
k
nk
= µ(Ω1 × [η, 1− η]) >
1
2
,
and
lim
k→∞
1
qnk
log |(T qnkω )
′(x)| = χµ
for all (ω, z) ∈ J0. It then follows from (4.20) and (4.21) that
χµ =
1
q
lim
k→∞
1
nk
k−1∑
j=0
log
∣∣∣(T q(nj+1−nj)θqnj (ω) )′(T qnjω (z))
∣∣∣
≥
1
q
lim
k→∞
1
nk
k−1∑
j=0
log 2 =
log 2
q
lim
k→∞
k
nk
>
log 2
2q
> 0.
The proof is complete. 
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5. Conformal Measures and Truncated Systems
Our closest goal now is to prove the existence of conformal measures with some pre-
scribed properties. Since the the appropriate Perron–Frobenius operators Lt, t > 0, are not
bounded, not even well–defined (on the the Banach space of random continuous bounded
functions), the standard method based on the Schauder–Tichonov Fixed Point Theorem
does not directly apply. In order to remedy this difficulty, we truncate our system by “chop-
ping off” some suitable, smaller and smaller, neighborhoods of zero. We then, rather easily,
construct conformal measures for such truncated systems, by virtue of, the now applicable,
Schauder–Tichonov Fixed Point Theorem. The “true” conformal measures, i.e. the ones
for the original random critically finite map T : J (T ) → J (T ), are then obtained as the
weak (in the narrow topology) cluster points of the “truncated” measures. We start with
the following. For every ω ∈ Ω and every integer k ≥ 1, we define
J (k)ω (T ) :=
∞⋂
n=0
T−nω
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(ω)(k)
)
.
Because of Corollary 4.8, for every Γ ∈ GN, the intersection
πω(Γ) :=
∞⋂
n=0
T−nω,Γ|n(I)
is a singleton. Obviously,
πω
(
(G \ {∆0})
N
)
⊂ J (k)ω (T )
for all k ≥ 1. Then, in particular,
J (k)ω (T ) 6= ∅.
We now shall prove the following result which is necessary for all our further considerations.
Lemma 5.1. For all k ≥ 1 and all ω ∈ Ω, the set J
(k)
ω (T ) is closed. Furthermore, the set
J (k)(T ) :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × J (k)ω (T )
is a closed random T–invariant subset of J (T ), invariance meaning that
T (J (k)(T )) ⊂ J (k)(T ).
Proof. The closedness of the sets J
(k)
ω (T ) follows immediately from the fact that both sets
I∗ and Uθn(ω)(k) are closed and the maps T
n
ω are continuous. Recalling that the measure
m is complete, we see that J (k)(T ) is a random closed set as it is a countable intersection
of random closed sets. Checking T–invariance of J (k)(T ), we write
Tω(J
(k)
ω (T )) = Tω
(
∞⋂
n=0
T−nω
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(ω)(k)
))
⊆
∞⋂
n=0
Tω
(
T−nω
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(ω)(k)
))
⊆
∞⋂
n=1
Tω
(
T−nω
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(ω)(k)
))
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⊆
∞⋂
n=1
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω)
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(ω)(k)
)
=
∞⋂
n=1
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω)
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn−1(θ(ω))(k)
)
=
∞⋂
n=0
T−nθ(ω)
(
I∗ ∩ Uθn(θ(ω))(k)
)
= J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ).
The proof is now complete. 
Since J (k)(T ) is a closed random set, the space M1m(J
(k)(T )) is well–defined, and, we
recall, it consists of all measures µ in M1m(J (T )) for which µ(J
(k)(T )) = 1.
Because of Lemma 5.1, we can consider the random dynamical system
T |k := T |J (k)(T ) : J
(k)(T ) −→ J (k)(T ).
It follows directly from the definition of the sets J (k)(T ) and our conditions (M1)–(M7)
that for every k ≥ 1 there exists δk > 0 such that
J (k)ω (T ) ∩B(Crit(G), δk) = ∅
for all ω ∈ Ω and then that there exists ηk > 0 such that
(5.1)
∣∣T ′ω|J (k)(T )∣∣ ≥ ηk
for all ω ∈ Ω. As already said, we first look for conformal measures for the maps T |k :
J (k)(T ) → J (k)(T ). Also, as was already mentioned, the most transparent advantage
of working with those truncated maps is that the abstract Perron–Frobenius operators,
defined below, are continuous.
Fix t ≥ 0. For every g ∈ C(J
(k)
ω (T )) and every x ∈ J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ), we define (abstract, i.e.
not related at the beginning to any quasi–invariant measure) operators
Lt,k,ω(g)(x) :=
∑
y∈(T |k)
−1
ω (x)
g(y) |T ′ω(y)|
−t
.(5.2)
We also call them Perron–Frobenius operators. Our goal is to produce t–conformal mea-
sures for the maps T |k : J
(k)(T ) → J (k)(T ) and to show that the corresponding Perron–
Frobenius operators are in fact given by the starting abstract formula (5.2) above. Noting
that no points T−ℓω,0(1) belong to J
(k)
ω (T ) for any ω ∈ Ω and any integer ℓ ≥ 0, it follows
from our definition of J (k)(T ), that Lt,k,ω(g) ∈ Cb(J
(k)
θ(ω)(T )), and so the linear operator
Lt,k,ω : Cb(J
(k)
ω (T )) −→ Cb(J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ))
is continuous. We can therefore consider the dual operators
L∗t,k,ω : C
∗
b (J
(k)
θ(ω)(T )) −→ C
∗
b (J
(k)
ω (T )),
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which are linear and bounded. From now on we suppress the parameter t and abbreviate
Lk,ω for Lt,k,ω.
The global Perron–Frobenius operator Lk : Cb(J
(k)(T )) −→ Cb(J
(k)(T )) defined by
(Lkg)ω(x) := Lk,θ−1(ω)gθ−1(ω)(x),
is obviously linear and bounded. Recall that the global dual Perron–Frobenius operator
L∗k : C
∗
b (J
(k)(T )) −→ C∗b (J
(k)(T )) given by
(Lks)
∗
ω := L
∗
k,θ(ω)(sθ(ω)),
is also obviously linear and bounded. The dual space C∗b (J
(k)(T )) endowed with the weak
(narrow) topology becomes a locally convex topological vector space and the dual Perron–
Frobenius operator L∗k is, with this topology, continuous.
Fix ∆ ∈ G \ {∆0}. Noting that for every k ≥ 1 and for every x ∈ J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ), T
−1
ω,∆(x) ∈
J (k)ω (T ), then recalling that the set G is finite, and invoking (5.1) along with (M5b), we
obtain the following.
Observation 5.2. For every integer k ≥ 1 and for all ω ∈ Ω, the function Lk,ω1 :
J
(k)
ω (T ) −→ R is everywhere positive on J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ). Furthermore there exist constants
β1 ∈ (0,+∞), independent of k, and Hk ≥ 1 such that
β1 ≤ Lk,ω1(x) ≤ Hk
for all ω ∈ Ω and all x ∈ J
(k)
ω (T ).
Hence, the formula
(Fk(ν))ω :=
L∗k,ω(νθ(ω))
L∗k,ω(νθ(ω))(1)
,
correctly defines a map
Fk :M
1(J (k)(T )) −→M1(J (k)(T )).
We shall prove the following.
Lemma 5.3. For all k ≥ 1 large enough the map Fk : M
1
m(J
(k)(T )) → M1m(J
(k)(T )) is
continuous in the narrow topology.
Proof. Let Λ be a directed set and let (νλ)λ∈Λ be a net of measures in M
1
m(J
(k)(T ))
converging to some measure ν ∈M1m(J
(k)(T )) in the narrow topology. If
hω,λ :=
1
νλω(Lk,θ−1(ω)1)
,
then
Fk(ν
λ)ω = L
∗
k,ω
(
1
νλθ(ω)(Lk,ω1)
νλθ(ω)
)
= L∗k,ω
(
hθ(ω),λ ν
λ
θ(ω)
)
.
Because of Observation 5.2 we have
(5.3) H−1k ≤ hθ(ω),λ ≤ β
−1
1 .
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The measures hλν
λ, λ ∈ Λ, need not be random probability measures but, due to (5.3),
their fiber total values hθ(ω),λν
λ
θ(ω)(J
(k)(T )) are uniformly bounded away from zero and ∞.
Since Mm(J
(k)(T )) is compact, it follows that {hλν
λ : λ ∈ Λ} is a tight family. Let µ be
an arbitrary accumulation point of this net. It has been shown (as a matter of fact for
sequences but the same argument works for all nets) in Lemma 2.9 of [27] that then
(5.4) µ = hν
for some measurable function h : Ω −→ (0,+∞). Since the dual operator
L∗k : C
∗
b (J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ))→ C
∗
b (J
(k)
ω (T ))
is continuous, the measure L∗kµ is an accumulation point of the net
(
L∗k
(
hλν
λ
)
: λ ∈ Λ
)
.
But all elements of this net belong to M1m(J
(k)(T )), whence L∗kµ ∈ M
1
m(J
(k)(T )). This
means that the disintegrations of this measure
L∗k,ωµθ(ω) = hθ(ω)L
∗
k,ω(νθ(ω)), x ∈ X,
are all (Borel) probability measures on J
(k)
ω (T ). Therefore,
1 = L∗k,ωµθ(ω)(1) = hθ(ω)L
∗
k,ω(νθ(ω))(1).
This means that
hω =
1
L∗k,θ−1(ω)(νω)(1)
.
Along with (5.4) this implies that
µω =
1
L∗k,θ−1(ω)(νω))(1)
νω, ω ∈ Ω.
This means that
L∗kµ = Fk(ν).
Since also (
L∗k
(
hλν
λ
)
: λ ∈ Λ
)
=
(
Fk(ν
λ) : λ ∈ Λ
)
,
we thus conclude that the net
(
Fk(ν
λ) : λ ∈ Λ
)
converges to Fk(ν). The proof of continuity
of the map Fk is complete. 
Since M1m(J
(k)(T )) is a convex compact subset of the locally convex topological vector
space C∗b (J
(k)(T )) and by Lemma 5.3 the map Fk : M
1
m(J
(k)(T )) −→ M1m(J
(k)(T )) is
continuous, applying the Schauder–Tichonov Fixed Point Theorem, we get the following.
Lemma 5.4. Each map Fk : M
1
m(J
(k)(T ))→ M1m(J
(k)(T )), k ≥ 1, has a fixed point.
Denote a fixed point, produced by this lemma, for k ≥ 1, by νk. Being such a fixed point
means that there exists a measurable function λk : Ω→ (0,∞) such that
L∗k,θ(ω)νθ(ω) = λk,ωνk,ω.(5.5)
Iterating (5.5), we get
L∗nk,θn(ω)νk,θn(ω) = λ
n
k,ωνk,ω,(5.6)
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where,
L∗nk,θn(ω) := L
∗
k,θ(ω) ◦ . . . ◦ L
∗
k,θn−2(ω) ◦ L
∗
k,θn−1(ω) : C
∗
b (J
(k)
θn(ω)(T )) −→ C
∗
b (J
(k)
ω (T ))
and
λnk,ω := λk,ωλk,θ(ω) · · ·λk,θn−1(ω).(5.7)
An equivalent form of (5.6) is
νk,ω(T
−n
k,ω,Γ(A)) = λ
−n
k,ω
∫
A
∣∣(T−nk,ω,Γ)′∣∣t dνk,θn(ω)(5.8)
for every integer n ≥ 0, every Γ ∈ Gn, and every Borel set A ⊆ J
(k)
θn(ω)(T ). Since each
map Tω : J
(k)
ω (T )→ J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ) is obviously of standard type, using Proposition 3.7, we can
compactly summarize all the above in the following.
Lemma 5.5. Given t ≥ 0, for every integer k ≥ 1 the random measure νk = νt,k on
J (k)(T ), produced in Lemma 5.4, is such that for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω the map Tω : J
(k)
ω (T ) →
J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ) is
λω|T
′
ω|
t–conformal
with respect to the pair of measures νk,ω and νk,θ(ω). We will then simply say that the map
Tω : J
(k)
ω (T )→ J
(k)
θ(ω)(T ) is
t–conformal.
Frequently, we will refer to these measures as truncated t–conformal measures. The word
truncated alludes to the fact that these measures are supported on J
(k)
ω (T ) rather than on
the full set Jω(T ). Applying (5.5) and Observation 5.2, gives
λk,ω = λk,ωνω(1) = L
∗
k,ωνθ(ω)(1) = νθ(ω)(Lk,ω1) ≥ νθ(ω)(β11) = β1.(5.9)
Correspondingly, we can use (5.6) to rewrite (5.7) as
λnk,ω = νθn(ω)(L
n
k,ω1).
6. Estimates of truncated conformal measures
In this section we continue dealing with the truncated t–conformal measures νk,ω of the
previous section and we establish several estimates of the values of measures νk,ω applied
to some significant subsets of J
(k)
ω (T ). We start by recording the following immediate
consequence of items (M1)–(M7), t–conformality of ν, and the Special Bounded Distortion
Property, i.e. Proposition 4.4. For every 2 ≤ j ≤ k we have
νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)) ≍ λk,ω |T
′
ω(0)|
t
νk,ω(Iω(j)).(6.1)
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It also follows from (4.7) that for any ∆ ∈ G
(0)
C , which is non–empty by (M7), and every
ℓ ≥ 1,
1 ≥ νk,ω(T
−1
ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(ℓ))) ≍ λ
−1
k,ω
∣∣(T ℓω)′(0)∣∣ tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(ℓ)).(6.2)
Hence,
νk,θ(ω)
(
Iθ(ω)(ℓ)
)
≍ λk,ω
∣∣(T ℓω)′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,θ(ω) (T−1ω,∆ (Iθ(ω)(ℓ))) .(6.3)
Fix a measurable function ε : Ω→ (0,+∞) and for every 2 ≤ j ≤ k, define
Ωk(j, ε) := {ω ∈ Ω : νk,ω(Iω(j)) ≤ ε(ω)} .(6.4)
Assume that Ωck(j, ε) 6= ∅. Fix ω ∈ Ω
c
k(j, ε). Then by (6.1) we have
λk,ω .
1
ε(ω)
|T ′ω(0)|
−t
νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)).
Inserting this into (6.3) with ℓ = j − 1, yields
νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)) .
1
ε(ω)
νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j − 1))
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ · νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1))).
Therefore
ε(ω) .
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)))).
This implies that if
ε(ω) := Γ
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1))),
with a sufficiently large constant Γ, then Ωck(j, ε) = ∅. Equivalently, Ωk(j, ε) = Ω, and
therefore,
νk,ω(Iω(j)) ≤ Γ
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)))(6.5)
for every j ≥ 2 and all ω ∈ Ω. Along with (5.9), this immediately gives
(6.6)
νk,ω(T
−1
ω,1(Iθ(ω)(j))) ≍ λ
−1
k,ω |T
′
ω(1)|
−t
νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j)) . νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j))
≤ Γ
∣∣∣(T j−1θ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣−
tγ∆
1+γ∆ νk,θ(ω)(T
−1
θ(ω),∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)).
Formulas (6.5) and (6.6) along with (M5a) immediately entail the following respective two
formulas: for all integers j ≥ 2 we have that
νk,ω(Iω(j)) . κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
j
,(6.7)
and
νk,ω(T
−1
ω,1(Iθ(ω)(j))) . κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
j
,(6.8)
where
γ0,+ := max
{
γ∆ : ∆ ∈ G
(0)
C
}
≥ 1.
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The four formulas (6.5)–(6.8) entail the following four formulas (ℓ ≥ 2):
νk,ω(Vω(ℓ)) .
k∑
j=l
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)),(6.9)
νk,ω(Vω(ℓ)) .
k∑
j=l
κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
j
. κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
l
,(6.10)
and
νk,ω(T
−1
ω,1(Vω(ℓ))) .
k∑
j=l
∣∣(T j−1ω )′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ νk,ω(T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j − 1)),(6.11)
νk,ω(T
−1
ω,1(Vω(ℓ))) . κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
l
.(6.12)
Remark 6.1. Observe that obviously for all j ≥ 3, the same respective formulas as (6.5),
(6.6), and (6.7) hold also for the sets Iω(j−1)∪Iω(j)∪Iω(j+1) and Iθ(ω)(j−1)∪Iθ(ω)(j)∪
Iθ(ω)(j+1) respectively in place of Iω(j) and Iθ(ω)(j); only the constants on the right–hand
sides of these formulas may differ, i.e. may increase.
In the formula (5.9) we have recorded a straight forward lower bound for λωs. We do
also need upper bounds. These are more involved and we will produce them now. Keep
k ≥ 2. From Lemma 5.4, we get the following
(6.13)
λk,ω = λk,ωνk,ω(1) = L
∗
k,ωνk,θ(ω)(1) = νk,θ(ω)(Lk,ω1)
=
∫
Iθ(ω)(1)
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω) +
k∑
j=2
∫
Iθ(ω)(j)
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω).
Let us estimate first the second summand. We denote it by Σ2(ω). The inverse images
coming from non–critical inverse branches give uniformly bounded (above) contributions
to Lk,ω1; therefore, using the definition (5.2) and (4.7) and (6.5) we have
Σ2(ω) :=
k∑
j=2
∫
Iθ(ω)(j)
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω)
(6.14)
.

1 + k∑
j=2
∑
∆∈G
(0)
C
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣ tγ∆1+γ∆

 νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(j))
.

1 + k∑
j=2
∑
∆∈G
(0)
C
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣ tγ∆1+γ∆

∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣− tγ∆1+γ∆ · νk,θ(ω)(T−1θ(ω),∆(Iθ2(ω)(j − 1)))
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. 1 +
k∑
j=2
νk,θ(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
T−1θ(ω),∆(Iθ2(ω)(j − 1))


. 1 + νk,θ(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
T−1θ(ω),∆(Vθ2(ω)(1))

 . 1.(6.15)
Likewise, Σ1(ω), the first summand of (6.13) can be estimated above by
Σ1(ω) :=
∫
Iθ(ω)(1)
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω) ≤
≤ const+
∫
∪kj=2T
−1
ω,1(Iθ(ω)(j))
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω) = const+
k∑
j=2
∫
T−1
θ(ω),1
(I
θ2(ω)(j))
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω),(6.16)
where the “const” term in this formula is responsible for the integration along the part of
Iθ(ω)(1) not covered by ∪
k
j=2T
−1
ω,1(Iθ(ω)(j)). Denote the second summand of this formula by
Σ∗1. Using (6.6), we then get
Σ∗1(ω) :=
k∑
j=2
∫
T−1
θ(ω),1
(I
θ2(ω)(j))
Lk,ω1dνk,θ(ω) .
.

1 + k∑
j=2
∑
∆∈G
(1)
C
diam
(
T−1θ(ω),1(Iθ2(ω)(j))
)
−
tγ∆
1+γ∆
νk,θ(ω)
(
T−1θ(ω),1(Iθ2(ω)(j))
)
.

1 + ∑
∆∈G
(1)
C
k∑
j=2
∣∣∣(T jθ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣
tγ∆
1+γ∆

∣∣∣(T j−1θ2(ω))′(0)∣∣∣−
−γ∆
1+γ∆ νk,θ2(ω)
(
T−1θ2(ω),∆(Iθ3(ω)(j − 1))
)
. 1 +
k∑
j=2
νk,θ2(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
T−1θ2(ω),∆(Iθ3(ω)(j − 1))


. 1 + νk,θ2(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
T−1θ2(ω),∆(Vθ3(ω)(1))

 . 1.
Combining this with (6.13), (6.16), and (6.15), we get that
λk,ω . 1.
Combining in turn this with (5.9), we get the following.
Lemma 6.2. There exist two constants 0 < β1 ≤ β2 <∞ such that
β1 ≤ λk,ω ≤ β2(6.17)
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for all k ≥ 2 and all ω ∈ Ω.
We need also different estimates. Conformality of νk gives that
νω(Iω(j)) . λ
−j
ω
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣−t(6.18)
for all j ≥ 2 and all ω ∈ Ω. Consequently, using Lemma 6.2, we get for all ∆ ∈ GC that,
νω
(
T−1ω,∆(Iθ(ω)(j)
)
. λ−jθ(ω)
∣∣∣(T jθ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣−t λ−1ω ∣∣∣T−jθ(ω)(1)∣∣∣−
γ∆
1+γ∆
t
≍ λ−(j+1)ω
∣∣∣(T jθ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣−t · ∣∣∣(T jθ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣
γ∆
1+γ∆
t
= λ−(j+1)ω
∣∣∣(T jθ(ω))′(0)∣∣∣− 11+γ∆ t ≍ λ−jω ∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣− t1+γ∆
≤ λ−jω
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣− t1+γ+ ,(6.19)
where
γ+ := max {γ∆ : ∆ ∈ GC} ≥ 1.
It also follows from (6.18) that
νω(T
−1
ω,1(Iθ(ω)(j))) . λ
−j
ω
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣−t ,(6.20)
and, consequently, by the same argument as the one leading to (6.19), we get for all ∆ ∈ G,
that
νω(T
−1
ω,∆ ◦ T
−1
θ(ω),1(Iθ2(ω)(j))) . λ
−j
ω
∣∣(T jω)′(0)∣∣− t1+γ+ .(6.21)
7. The Existence of Conformal Measures
Similarly as in the last two sections, in this section we deal with abstract Perron–
Frobenius operators, this time however, for the full skew–product map T : J (T )→ J (T ).
The goal is to use the results of the two previous sections to show that the weak limit
points, in the narrow topology ofM1m(J (T )), of the measures νk, k ≥ 1, are conformal for
the map T : J (T ) → J (T ), and the corresponding Perron–Frobenius operator is in fact
given by the starting abstract formula. We also derive several properties of these conformal
measures. We start with the following definition.
Definition 7.1. For every g ∈ Cb(J (T )) and every ω ∈ Ω, we define
Lω(g)(w) :=
∑
z∈T−1ω (w)
g(z) |T ′ω(z)|
−t
.
We still call Lω the transfer Perron–Frobenius operator even though Lω(g) need not belong
to Cb
(
Jθ(ω)(T )
)
and the space Cb(J (T )) is not in general preserved by the corresponding
global operator.
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Fix t ≥ 0, and let νt,k = νk, k ≥ 1, be the truncated t–conformal measures produced in
the previous section; see Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5. We now treat them as elements of
M1m(J (T )). Since M
1
m(J (T )) is a compact set with respect to the narrow topology, we will
consider weak limits of the sequence (νk)
∞
k=1. Although convergence in the narrow topology
does not in general entail weak convergence in fibers, nevertheless, as a consequence of
Remark 6.1 and the fact that
Iω(j) ⊆ Int(Iω(j − 1) ∪ Iω(j) ∪ Iω(j + 1))
(and likewise for θ(ω)), we obtain the following.
Lemma 7.2. The formulas (6.5) – (6.12), hold also for ν, any weak limit of the sequence
(νk)
∞
k=1.
As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we get the following.
Proposition 7.3. For ν, any weak limit of the sequence (νk)
∞
k=1, we have that
ν(Ω× {0, 1}) = 0.
Keeping a random critically finite map T : J (T ) → J (T ) and a real number t ≥ 0,
a random measure ν = νt on J (T ) is called t–Fconformal if there exists a measurable
function λ : Ω→ (0,∞) such that
νθ(ω)(Tω(A)) = λω
∫
A
|T ′ω|
t
dνω(7.1)
for every special set A ⊆ Jω(T ) and m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω. In other words, the random measure
ν is t–Fconformal if for m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω, the map Tω : Jω(T ) → Jθ(ω)(T ) is λω |T
′
ω(z)|
t–
Fconformal with respect to the pair of measures νω and νθ(ω). We then also call each map
Tω : Jω(T ) → Jθ(ω)(T ), ω ∈ Ω, t–Fconformal with respect to the pair of measures νω and
νθ(ω).
Iterating (7.1), we see that for each n ∈ N we have
νθn(ω)(T
n
ω (A)) = λ
n
ω
∫
A
|(T nω )
′|
t
dνω
where
λnω := λωλθ(ω) · · ·λθn−1(ω).
A random measure ν ∈ M1m(J (T )) is called t–Bconformal if there exists a measurable
function λ : Ω → (0,∞) such that m–a.e. map Tω : Jω(T ) → Jθ(ω)(T ) is λω |T
′
ω(z)|
t–
Bconformal with respect to the pair of measures νω and νθ(ω). We then also call each map
Tω : Jω(T )→ Jθ(ω)(T ), ω ∈ Ω, t–Bconformal with respect to the pair of measures νω and
νθ(ω). We then have
(7.2) νω
(
T−nω,Γ(A)
)
= λ−nω
∫
A
∣∣(T−nω,Γ)′∣∣t dνθn(ω)
for every ω ∈ Ω, every integer n ≥ 0, every Γ ∈ Gn and every Borel set A ⊂ [0, 1].
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A random measure ν ∈ M1m(J (T )) is called t–conformal if it is both t–Bconformal and
t–Bconformal. Each map Tω : Jω(T ) → Jθ(ω)(T ), ω ∈ Ω, is then called t–conformal with
respect to the pair of measures νω and νθ(ω).
We shall now prove the following basic result.
Theorem 7.4. For every t ≥ 0, every measure ν(t) which is a weak limit of the sequence
(νt,k)
∞
k=1, is t–Fconformal for the map T : J (T ) → J (T ). If ν
(t)(Ω × Crit(G)) = 0, then
ν(t) is t–conformal. In particular,
L∗t,ων
(t)
θ(ω) = λ
(t)
ω ν
(t)
ω
for every ω ∈ Ω, where λ(t) : Ω → (0,∞) is some measurable function; the numbers λ
(t)
ω ,
ω ∈ Ω, are respectively called the generalized eigenvalues of the dual operators L∗t,ω, ω ∈ Ω.
In addition, there exists a measurable function λ(t) : Ω→ (0,∞) witnessing t–Fconformality
of ν(t) for which there are constants 0 < β1 ≤ β2 <∞ such that
β1 ≤ λ
(t)
ω ≤ β2
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. We shall suppress the sub and superscripts “t” and write ν for ν(t), νk for νt,k and
λ for λ(t). Fix k ≥ 2 and ω ∈ Ω.
Given a function g ∈ Cb(J (T )) and k ≥ 2, we begin with estimating the following
quantity:
∆
(1)
k g(ω) : =
∣∣(L∗k,ω −L∗ω) (νk,θ(ω))(gω)∣∣ = ∣∣∣νk,θ(ω) (Lk,ω(gω|J (k)ω (T ))− Lω(gω)
)∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣
∫
J
(k)
ω (T )
(Lk,ω − Lω) (gω)dνk,θ(ω)
∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
Iθ(ω)(k)
−
∣∣T ′ω(T−1ω,0(x))∣∣−t gω(T−1ω,0(x))dνk,θ(ω)(x)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
Iθ(ω)(k)
∣∣T ′ω(T−1ω,0(x))∣∣−t ‖gω‖∞ dνk,θ(ω)
= ‖gω‖∞
∫
Iθ(ω)(k)
∣∣T ′ω(T−1ω,0(x))∣∣−t dνk,θ(ω)
≍ ‖gω‖∞ νk,θ(ω)(Iθ(ω)(k)).
Now applying (6.7), we get
∆
(1)
k g(ω) ≤ ‖gω‖∞ κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
k
.(7.3)
Therefore,
∆
(1)
k (g) :=
∣∣∣∣
∫
Ω
(
L∗k,ω −L
∗
ω
)
(νk,θ(ω))(gω)dm(ω)
∣∣∣∣ ≤
∫
Ω
∆
(1)
k (g)(ω)dm(ω) ≤ ‖g‖∞ κ
−
tγ0,+
1+γ0,+
k
.
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Hence, there exists k0 ≥ 3 such that for all k ≥ k0 and all g ∈ Cb(J (T )), we have
∆
(1)
k (g) ≤
ε
4
‖g‖∞ .(7.4)
Now given an integer ℓ ≥ 3, we want to estimate the quantity∫
Hω(ℓ)
Lω1dηω,
where
Hω(ℓ) := Vω(ℓ) ∪ T
−1
ω,1(Vθ(ω)(ℓ))
and η is either ν or νk. Indeed, using Proposition 7.3 and Lemma 7.2, we proceed in exactly
the same way as in formula (6.15), to get∫
Hω(ℓ)
Lω1dηω . ηθ(ω)(W
0
θ(ω)(ℓ)) + ηθ2(ω)(W
1
θ2(ω)(ℓ)),
where
W 0θ(ω)(j) :=
⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
T−1θ(ω),∆(Vθ2(ω)(ℓ− 1))
and
W 1θ2(ω)(j) :=
⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
T−1θ2(ω),∆(Vθ3(ω)(ℓ− 1)),
with
V ∗θ2(ω)(ℓ− 1) := Vθ2(ω)(ℓ− 1)\ {0} .
Therefore, invoking (4.3) and (4.8), we further get
∫
Hω(ℓ)
Lω1dηω ≤ ηθ(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
∆
(∣∣∣∣(T ℓ−1θ2(ω))′ (0)
∣∣∣∣
− 1
1+γ∆
)+
+ ηθ2(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
∆
(∣∣∣∣(T ℓ−1θ3(ω))′ (0)
∣∣∣∣
− 1
1+γ∆
)
≤ ηθ(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
∆
(
κ
− ℓ−1
1+γ∆
)+ ηθ2(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
∆
(
κ
− ℓ−1
1+γ∆
) ,
where
∆(r) = ∆ ∩
(
B
(
c∆, r
)
\ {c∆}
)
.
Therefore,
Σ
(2)
ℓ (g) : =
∫
Ω
∫
Hω(ℓ)
|Lωgω| dηωdm(ω) ≤
∫
Ω
∫
Hω(ℓ)
L(|gω|)dηωdm(ω)
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≤
∫
Ω
‖gω‖∞
∫
Hω(ℓ)
Lω(1)dηωdm(ω)
. ‖gω‖∞
∫
Ω

ηθ(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
∆
(
κ
− ℓ−1
1+γ∆
)+ ηθ2(ω)

 ⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
∆
(
κ
− ℓ−1
1+γ∆
)

 dm(ω)
= ‖gω‖∞ η
(
Ω×
( ⋃
∆∈GC
∆
(
κ
− ℓ−1
1+γ∆
)))
.
Distinguish now between ν and νk writing respectively Σ
(2)
ℓ (ν, g) and Σ
(2)
ℓ (νk, g). Fix ε > 0.
Since ν is a finite measure there then exists ℓ0 ≥ 2 such that for every g ∈ Cb(J (T )) and
every ℓ ≥ ℓ0,
Σ
(2)
ℓ (ν, g) ≤
ε
4
‖g‖∞ .(7.5)
Hence, ∫
Ω
∫
Int(Hω(ℓ))
|Lωgω| dηωdm(ω) ≤ Σ
(2)
ℓ (ν, g) ≤
ε
4
‖g‖∞ .(7.6)
Assume now that
ν(Ω× Crit(G)) = 0.
Then there exists ℓ1 ≥ ℓ0 and k1 ≥ k0 such that for all k ≥ k1 and all ℓ ≥ ℓ1, we have that
νk
(
Ω×
( ⋃
∆∈GC
∆
(
κ
−
ℓ1
1+γ∆
)))
≤
ε
4
.
Consequently,
Σ
(2)
ℓ (νk, g) ≤
ε
4
‖g‖∞ .(7.7)
Assume now for a moment that
g ≥ 0
everywhere on J (T ). Then, combining (7.7), (7.6) and (7.4), we get for all k ≥ k1, ℓ ≥ ℓ1,
and g ∈ Cb(J (T )) that
(7.8)
Σk(g) : = L
∗
kνk(g)−L
∗ν(g) = (L∗k −L
∗)νk(g) + L
∗(νk − ν)g
≤ |νk(Lkg)− νk(Lg)|+ νk(Lg)− ν(Lg)
≤ ∆(1)k (g) + Σ
(2)
ℓ (νk, g)+
+
∫
Ω
(∫
(Int(Hω(ℓ))c
(Lg)θ(ω)dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
(Int(Hω(ℓ))c
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω)
≤
1
2
ε ‖g‖∞ +
∫
Ω
(∫
(Int(Hω(ℓ))c
(Lg)θ(ω)dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω)
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Then, since (Int(Hω(ℓ))
c
ω∈Ω is a closed random set and the function Lg|(Int(Hω(ℓ))c is contin-
uous, and since νk converges to ν weakly, it follows from Portmanteau’s Theorem (see [11],
Theorem 3.17) that∫
Ω
(∫
(Int(Hω(ℓ))c
(Lg)θ(ω)dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
(Int(Hω(ℓ))c
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω) ≤
ε
2
‖g‖∞(7.9)
for all k ≥ k1, large enough, say that k ≥ k2 ≥ k1. Inserting this into (7.8), we get that
Σk(g) ≤ ε ‖g‖∞ .(7.10)
Likewise, with the same k and ℓ, by combining (7.5), (7.6) and (7.4), we get that
(7.11)
Σk(g) ≥ − |νk(Lkg)− νk(Lg)|+ νk(Lg)− ν(Lg)
≥ −∆
(1)
k (g)− Σ
(2)
ℓ (ν, g)+
+
∫
Ω
(∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg
)
θ(ω)
dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω)
≥ −
1
2
ε ‖g‖∞ +
∫
Ω
(∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg
)
θ(ω)
dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω).
But since (Hcω(ℓ))ω∈Ω is a random open set, by the same argument as leading to (7.9), we
conclude that∫
Ω
(∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg)θ(ω)dνk,θ(ω) −
∫
Hcω(ℓ)
(Lg)θ(ω)dνθ(ω)
)
dm(ω) ≥ −
ε
2
‖g‖∞
for all k ≥ k2 large enough, say k ≥ k3 ≥ k2. Inserting this into (7.11), we get that
Σk(g) ≥ −ε ‖g‖∞ .
In conjunction with (7.10), this gives that
|Σk(g)| ≤ ε ‖g‖∞(7.12)
for all non-negative functions g ∈ Cb(J (T )) and all k ≥ k3. Now if g ∈ Cb(J (T )) is
arbitrary, we represent it as g = g+ − g−, where g+ = max(g, 0) and g− = max(−g, 0). By
applying (7.12), we then obtain
|Σk(g)| = |Σk(g+)− Σk(g−)| ≤ |Σk(g+)|+ |Σk(g−)| ≤ ε ‖g+‖∞ + ε ‖g−‖∞ ≤ 2ε ‖g‖∞ .
(7.13)
Now, having Lemma 6.2, Lemma 2.9 from [27] tells us that there exists a measurable
function Λ : Ω→ (0,∞) such that the sequence (λkνk)
∞
k=1 converges weakly to λν and
β1 ≤ λ(ω) ≤ β2(7.14)
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. But since also λkνk = L
∗
kνk, by letting k → ∞, formula (7.13) gives us
that
|L∗ν(g)− λν(g)| ≤ 2ε ‖g‖∞ .
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Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, we thus conclude that L∗ν(g) = λν(g) for all g ∈ Cb(J (T )).
Hence
L∗ν = λν,
which, along with Proposition 3.5 and Remark 3.6, shows that the measure ν is t–Bconformal.
Together with (7.14), this completes the proof in the case when ν(Ω × Crit(G)) = 0; t–
Fconformality is still to be proved without this hypothesis. Indeed, what follows from our
considerations without it, is that
L∗ν(g) = λν(g)
for every g ∈ Cb(J (T )) such that
g|Ω×B(Crit(G),γ) ≡ 0
for some γ > 0. Fiberwise, this means that
L∗ωνθ(ω)(gω) = λωνω(gω)(7.15)
for every gω ∈ C(Jω(T )) with gω|B(Crit(G),γ) ≡ 0 for some γ > 0. By the standard ap-
proximation procedure, we thus conclude that (7.15) continues to hold for all functions
gω ∈ L
1(νω) with gω|B(Crit(G),γ) ≡ 0 for some γ > 0. Therefore, the calculation of (3.9)
can be performed for all special sets A ⊆ Jω(T ), disjoint from some open neighborhood of
Crit(G), to give
νθ(ω)(Tω(A)) = λω
∫
A
|T ′ω|
t
dνω.(7.16)
Since every special set disjoint from Crit(G) can be represented as a disjoint union of special
sets disjoint from neighborhoods of Crit(G), formula (7.16) holds for all such sets, that is
all special sets disjoint from Crit(G). But, by virtue of Proposition 7.3, we have for every
c ∈ Crit0(G) that
νθ(ω)(Tω(c)) = νθ(ω)(0) = 0 = λω |T
′
ω(0)|
t
νω(c) = λω
∫
c
|T ′ω|
t
dνω.
The same is also true for c ∈ Crit1(G). So, we have proved that the measure ν is t–
Fconformal. The proof of Theorem 7.4 is complete. 
8. t–Fconformal, t–Bconformal, and t-conformal Measures
This section is devoted to establishing and clarifying relationships between t–Fconformal,
t–Bconformal and t–conformal random measures for a random critically finite map and, to
describe the structure they form. We start with the following.
Proposition 8.1. Fix t ≥ 0. Then
(a) every t–Bconformal measure ν is t–conformal;
(b) a t–Fconformal measure ν is t–conformal if and only if ν(Ω×Crit(G)) = 0 (assuming
t > 0 for the “⇒” implication).
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Proof. Since λω |T
′
ω(z)| never equals +∞, (a) follows immediately from Corollary 3.2. The
part “⇐ ” of Proposition 8.1 follows immediately from Proposition 3.1 (b).
Proving the implication “ ⇒ ” with t > 0, we assume toward a contradiction that
ν(Ω×Crit(G)) > 0. Then there exists c ∈ Crit(G) and Z ⊆ Ω, a measurable set, such that
m(Z) > 0 and
νω(c) > 0
for all ω ∈ Z. Note that t–Fconformality yields
(8.1) νω(Tω(Crit(G))) = 0
for all ω ∈ Ω. Let g : J (T )→ [0, 1] be defined by the formula
gω(z) = 1c(z).
Then, employing (8.1), we have for every ω ∈ Ω that
νθ(ω)(Lˆt,ωgω) = λ
−1
ω
∫
Jθ(ω)(T )
Lt,ωgωdνθ(ω) = λ
−1
ω
∫
Jθ(ω)(T )
∑
x∈T−1ω (y)
1c(x) |T
′
ω(x)|
−t
dνθ(ω)(y)
= λ−1ω |T
′
ω(c)|
−t
νθ(ω)(Tω(c)) =∞ · 0 = 0,
and, for all ω ∈ Z,
νω(gω) =
∫
Jω(T )
1c(z)dνω(z) = νω(c) > 0.
This contradiction finishes the proof. 
As an immediate consequence of this proposition, we get the following.
Corollary 8.2. If t ≥ 0, then a random measure ν on J (T ) is t–conformal if and only if
it is t–Bconformal. If this holds, and, in addition, t > 0, then also
ν(Ω× Crit(G)) = 0.
For every ω ∈ Ω let
Crit−(G, ω) :=
∞⋃
n=0
T−nω (Crit(G)) and Crit−(G) :=
⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × Crit−(G, ω).
We shall prove the following elementary, but quite important result.
Lemma 8.3. Fix t > 1. If ν = (νω)ω∈Ω is a t–conformal measure then there exists η∗ > 0
such that
inf {νω([η∗, 1− η∗]) : ω ∈ Ω} ≥ QG(t) :=
1
2
(κA−1)2t > 0,
where, we recall, both κ > 1 and A > 1 come from conditions (M1)–(M7) in Section 4.1.
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Proof. Fix ω ∈ Ω. By (M5b) and (M5c), for every x ∈ [0, s], we have that
Tω([0, x]) ⊆ [0, Ax](8.2)
and
νθ(ω)
(
Tω([0, x])
)
≥ κtλωνω([0, x]).(8.3)
By the same token, for every x ∈ [0, s/A], we have that
T 2ω([0, x]) ⊆ [0, A
2x](8.4)
and
νθ2(ω)
(
T 2ω([0, x])
)
≥ κ2tλωλθ(ω)νω([0, x]).(8.5)
Also, by the same token, for every y ∈ [0, κs],
T−1ω,1([0, y]) ⊆ [1− κ
−1y, 1](8.6)
and
νω(T
−1
ω,1([0, y])) ≥ A
−tλ−1ω νθ(ω)([0, y]).(8.7)
Moreover, this yields
νω(T
−2
ω,1([0, y])) ≥ A
−2tλ−2ω νθ2(ω)([0, y]).(8.8)
Furthermore, for every z ∈ [1− s, 1],
Tω([z, 1]) ⊆ [0, A(1− z)](8.9)
and
νθ(ω)(Tω,1[z, 1]) ≥ κ
tλωνω([z, 1]).(8.10)
Finally, for every ξ ∈ (1− A−1, 1)
T−1ω,1([ξ, 1]) ⊆
[
1− |∆1| , 1− |∆1|+max
{
1−
ε
κ
, (A(1− ξ))
1
1+γ+
}]
(8.11)
and
νω(T
−1
ω,1([ξ, 1])) ≥ A
−tλ−1ω νθ(ω)([ξ, 1]).(8.12)
Now fix ξ1 ∈ (max {1− (|∆1| /2), 1− A
−1} , 1) so close to 1 that
max
{
(1− ξ1)/κ, (A(1− ξ1))
1
1+γ+
}
≤ |∆1| /2.
It then follows from (8.11) that for every ξ ∈ [ξ1, 1]
T−1ω,1([ξ, 1]) ⊆ [1 − |∆1| , 1− (|∆1| /2)].(8.13)
Fix further η1 ∈ (max {ξ1, 1− s} , 1) so close to 1 that
A(1− η1) ≤ s,
A2(1− η1) ≤ κs,
and
1− κ−1A2(1− η1) ≥ ξ1.
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Then by these choices, by (8.9), (8.2), (8.6), (8.13), (8.10), (8.3), and (8.8), we get that
Tω([η1, 1]) ⊆ [0, A(1− η1)] ⊆ [0, s],
T 2ω([η1, 1]) ⊆ [0, A
2(1− η1)] ⊆ [0, κs],
T−1ω,1(T
2
ω([η1, 1])) ⊆ [1− κ
−1A2(1− η1), 1] ⊆ [ξ1, 1],
T−2ω,1(T
2
ω([η1, 1])) ⊆ [1− |∆1| , 1− (|∆1| /2)] ⊆ [1− |∆1| , ξ1],
and
νω(T
−2
ω,1(T
2
ω([η1, 1]))) ≥ A
−2tλ−2ω νθ2(ω)(T
2
ω([η1, 1]))
≥ A−2tλ−2ω κ
tλθ(ω)νθ(ω)(Tω([η1, 1])) ≥ A
−2tκtλ−2ω λθ(ω)κ
tλωνω([η1, 1])
= (κA−1)2tλ−2ω λ
2
ωνω([η1, 1]) = (κA
−1)2tνω([η1, 1]).
Therefore,
νω([1− |∆1| , η1]) ≥ (κA
−1)2tνω([η1, 1]).(8.14)
Now, fix η0 ∈ (0, s) so small that
A2η0 ≤ κs,
and
1− κ−1A2η0 ≥ ξ1.
Then, by these choices, (8.4), (8.6), (8.13), (8.5), and (8.8), we get that
T 2ω([0, η0]) ⊆ [0, A
2η0] ⊆ [0, κs],
T−1ω,1(T
2
ω([0.η0])) ⊆ [1−A
2η0, 1] ⊆ [ξ1, 1],
T−2ω,1(T
2
ω([0, η0])) ⊆ [1− |∆1| , 1− (|∆1| /2)] ⊆ [1− |∆1| , η1],
and
νω(T
−2
ω,1(T
2
ω([0, η0]))) ≥ A
−2tλ−2ω νθ2(ω)(T
2
ω([0, η0]))
≥ A−2tλ−2ω κ
2tλ2ωνω([0, η0]) = (κA
−1)2tνω([0, η0]).
Therefore,
νω([1− |∆1| , η1]) ≥ (κA
−1)2tνω([0, η0]).
Along with (8.14) and since η0 < s ≤ 1− |∆1|, this gives
νω([η0, η1]) ≥ νω([1− |∆1| , η1]) ≥ (κA
−1)2t (νω([0, η0]) + νω([η1, 1])) .(8.15)
Now if νω([η0, η1]) ≤ 1/2, then νω([0, η0]) + νω([η1, 1]) ≥ 1/2, hence (8.15) yields
νω([η0, η1]) ≥
1
2
(κA−1)2t.
Since κ ≤ A, this implies, in either case, that
νω([η0, η1]) ≥
1
2
(κA−1)2t.
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Setting η∗ := min {η0, 1− η1}, we thus get that
νω([η∗, 1− η∗]) ≥
1
2
(κA−1)2t.
The proof of Lemma 8.3 is complete. 
We shall prove the following.
Lemma 8.4. Let t > 0. Let ν ′ and ν ′′ be two t–conformal measures for T : J (T )→ J (T ).
Then
(a) ν ′(Critc−(G)) = ν
′′(Critc−(G)) = 1,
(b) ν ′ ≍ ν ′′ and, equivalently, ν ′ω ≍ ν
′′
ω for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω,
(c) for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω there exists an unbounded sequence
(
nω(k)
)∞
k=1
such that the limit
below exists and
0 < lim
k→∞
(λ′t,ω)
nω(k)
(λ′′t,ω)
nω(k)
< +∞,
where λ′t : Ω → (0,+∞) and λ
′′
t : Ω → (0,+∞) are measurable functions witnessing
t–conformality respectively of ν ′ and ν ′′.
Proof. Since t > 0, item (a) immediately follows from Corollary 8.2 and t–conformality of
ν ′ and ν ′′. By t-conformality of ν ′ and ν ′′, we also have that
ν ′ω({0}) = λθ−1(ω)
∣∣∣T ′θ−1(ω)(c)∣∣∣t νθ−1(ω)({c}) = λθ−1(ω) · 0 · νθ−1(ω)({c}) = 0,
where c is any critical point in Crit0(G). By the same token, ν
′
ω({1}) = 0; so
ν ′ω({0, 1}) = ν
′′
ω({0, 1}) = 0
for m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω. Employing t–conformality again, we get that
ν ′ω({0, 1}
−
∗ (ω)) = ν
′′
ω({0, 1}
−
∗ (ω)) = 0(8.16)
for m-a.e. ω ∈ Ω, where
{0, 1}−∗ (ω) = Crit
c
−(G, ω) ∩
∞⋃
n=0
T−nω ({0, 1}).
Let Ω0 be the corresponding set of measure m equal to 1. Fix ω ∈ Ω0 and
x ∈ J ∗ω (T ) := Jω(T )\
(
Crit−(G, ω) ∪
∞⋃
n=0
T−nω ({0, 1})
)
= Jω(T )\
(
Crit−(G, ω) ∪ {0, 1}
−
∗ (ω)
)
.
Since Tω(1) = 0 and since 0 is a uniformly expanding fixed point, for all ω ∈ Ω there must
exist η ∈ (0, η∗] such that the set
Nω(x) := {n ≥ 0 : T
n
ω (x) ∈ (η, 1− η)}
is infinite. Fix n ∈ Nω(x) and let
Hn(ω, x) := T
−n
ω,x([η, 1− η]).(8.17)
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It then follows from Proposition 4.4 and t–conformality of both measures ν ′ and ν ′′ that
ν ′′ω(Hn(ω, x)) ≤ K
t
η(λ
′′
ω)
−n |(T nω )
′(x)|
−t
ν ′′θn(ω)([η, 1− η]) ≤ K
t
η(λ
′′
ω)
−n |(T nω )
′(x)|
−t
and
ν ′ω(Hn(ω, x)) ≥ K
−t
η (λ
′
ω)
−n |(T nω )
′(x)|
−t
ν ′θn(ω)([η, 1− η])(8.18)
≥ QG(t)K
−t
η (λ
′
ω)
−n |(T nω )
′(x)|
−t
.(8.19)
Moreover,
B
(
x,K−1η |(T
n
ω )
′(x)|
−1
η
)
⊆ Hn(ω, x) ⊆ B
(
x,Kη |(T
n
ω )
′(x)|
−1
η
)
.
The first two give
ν ′′ω(Hn(ω, x)) ≤ K
2t
η Q
−1
G (t)
(λ′ω)
n
(λ′′ω)
n
ν ′ω(Hn(ω, x)),(8.20)
while the third one can be rewritten in the form
B (x, rn(ω, x)) ⊆ Hn(ω, x) ⊆ B (x,Mrn(ω, x))(8.21)
where rn(ω, x) := K
−1
η |(T
n
ω )
′(x)|−1 (1− 2η) and M := K2η .
Keep ω ∈ Ω0 and fix E ⊆ J
∗
ω (T ), an arbitrary compact set, as well as δ > 0. In view of
(8.17) and Corollary 4.8 there exists nω(δ) ∈ Nω(x) such that for every x ∈ E we have that
diam(Hnω(δ)(ω, x)) < δ(8.22)
and
ν ′ω
(⋃
x∈E
B(x,Mrnω(ω, x))
)
< δ + ν ′ω(E) and ν
′′
ω
(⋃
x∈E
B(x,Mrnω(ω, x))
)
< δ + ν ′′ω(E).
(8.23)
Since all the sets Hnω(δ)(ω, x) are closed and convex and since (8.21) holds, all the hypothe-
ses of Morse’s Theorem from [25] (see also p. 6 of [13]) are satisfied, and it gives us a
natural number ℓ ≥ 1 depending only on M , and a countable set D ⊆ E such that the
family
{
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
}
x∈D
is a cover of E (with diameters ≤ δ) and D can be split into ℓ
disjoint subsets D1, D2, . . . , Dℓ such that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ the family
{
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
}
x∈Dk
consists of mutually disjoint sets. Using (8.21), (8.20), and (8.23) we then get
ν ′ω
(⋃
x∈D
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
)
≤ ν ′ω
(⋃
x∈D
B(x,Mrnω(δ)(ω, x))
)
< δ + ν ′ω(E)
and
ν ′′ω(E) ≤ ν
′′
ω
(⋃
x∈D
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
)
≤
ℓ∑
k=1
∑
x∈Dk
ν ′′ω(Hnω(δ)(ω, x))
≤ K2tη Q
−1
G (t)
(λ′ω)
nω(δ)
(λ′′ω)
nω(δ)
ℓ∑
k=1
∑
x∈Dk
ν ′ω(Hnω(δ)(ω, x))
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= K2tη Q
−1
G (t)
(λ′ω)
nω(δ)
(λ′′ω)
nω(δ)
ℓ∑
k=1
ν ′ω
( ⋃
x∈Dk
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
)
≤ ℓK2tη Q
−1
G (t)
(λ′ω)
nω(δ)
(λ′′ω)
nω(δ)
ν ′ω
(⋃
x∈D
Hnω(δ)(ω, x)
)
≤ ℓK2tη Q
−1
G (t)
(λ′ω)
nω(δ)
(λ′′ω)
nω(δ)
(ν ′ω(E) + δ).(8.24)
If
lim inf
k→∞
(λ′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
(λ′′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
= 0
then considering a subsequence of the sequence
(
nω(1/k)
)∞
k=1
witnessing the above lower
limit to be 0, we would get that ν ′′ω(E) = 0. Since ν
′′
ω is a regular measure, this would yield
νω(J
∗
ω (T )) = 1, contrary to (a) and (8.16). Thus
lim inf
k→∞
(λ′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
(λ′′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
> 0
for all ω ∈ Ω0. Exchanging the roles of ν
′ and ν ′′, we thus also have that
lim inf
k→∞
(λ′′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
(λ′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
> 0.
Equivalently,
M(ω) := lim sup
k→∞
(λ′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
(λ′′t,ω)
nω(1/k)
<∞.(8.25)
So, taking a subsequence of the sequence
(
nω(1/k)
)∞
k=1
witnessing (8.25), we conclude both
that item (c) holds, and, also with the help of (8.24), that
ν ′′ω(E) ≤ K
2t
η Q
−1
G (t)M(ω)ℓν
′
ω(E)
for every ω ∈ Ω0 and every compact set E ⊆ J
∗
ω (T ). Since ν
′′
ω is a regular measure this
inequality extends to all Borel sets yielding ν ′′ω << ν
′
ω. Thus ν
′
ω ≍ ν
′′
ω for all ω ∈ Ω0, and
(b) is proved. The proof of Lemma 8.4 is therefore complete. 
The case of t = 0 is even clearer and the picture is complete.
Proposition 8.5. If t = 0, then there exists a unique 0–conformal measure for the random
map T : J (T )→ J (T ). Denote it by ν0. We then have that
ν0ω(T
−n
ω,Γ(Jθn(ω)(T ))) = λ
−n
ω = (#G)
−n
for every ω ∈ Ω, every n ≥ 0, and every Γ ∈ Gn. In particular, λω = #G and, the measure
ν0 on [0, 1] is atomless. Moreover, ν0 is 0–conformal.
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Proof. Let ν be an arbitrary 0–conformal measure. The formula νω(T
−n
ω,Γ(Jθn(ω)(T ))) = λ
−n
ω
follows immediately from 0–conformality. And further, from this:
1 = ν(Jω(T )) =
∑
Γ∈Gn
νω(T
−n
ω,Γ(Jθn(ω)(T ))) =
∑
Γ∈Gn
λ−nω = (#G)
nλ−nω .
Whence λnω = (#G)
n. Uniqueness now follows since the finite collections of sets({
T−nω,Γ(Jθn(ω)(T )) : Γ ∈ G
n
})∞
n=0
form a sequence of finer and finer partitions of Jω(T ), whose diameters, due to Corollary
4.8 converge to zero. The existence part of the proof is also straightforward; just declaring
ν0ω(T
−n
ω,Γ(J (T ))) := (#G)
−n
defines a Borel probability measure on J (T ) due to Kolmogorov’s Extension Theorem. As
0–conformality of ν0 is obvious, the proof is now complete. 
We denote by CM(T ) the set of those reals t ≥ 0 for which a t–conformal measure exists.
9. Expected Pressure 1
Let N∞ = N ∪ {∞} = {1, 2, . . . ,∞}. For every t ≥ 0 and every k ∈ N, let νk and λk be
the objects resulting from Lemma 5.4; see also formula (5.5) and Lemma 5.5. Define
EPk(t) :=
∫
Ω
log λk dm,
which is well defined because of Lemma 6.2. Define further
EP∞(t) := lim inf
k→∞
EPk(t) and EP∞(t) := lim sup
k→∞
EPk(t).
If EP∞(t) = EP∞(t), denote their common value by
EP∞(t).
We also define
χ0 :=
∫
Ω
log |T ′ω(0)| dm(ω) ≥ log κ > 0
and call this quantity the Lyapunov exponent of T at 0.
Definition 9.1. We say that the number t ≥ 0 is A(asymptotically)–admissible if
EP∞(t) > −
1
1 + γ+
χ0t.
We denote the set of all A–admissible parameters t by AA(T ).
Frequently, for the sake of uniform exposition, we will denote the objects ν and λ (both
depending on t) produced in Theorem 7.4 respectively by ν∞ and λ∞. Exactly the same
proof as that of Lemma 8.3 gives the following.
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Lemma 9.2. There exists a constant η∗ ∈ (0,min {1/2, 1− (|∆1|/2)}) such that
νk,ω([η∗, 1− η∗]) ≥ QG(t) =
1
2
(κA−1)2t
for all t ≥ 0, all ω ∈ Ω and all k ∈ N∞.
As an immediate consequence of this lemma, we get the following.
Lemma 9.3. For every η ∈ (0, η∗] we have that
νk,ω(Iω(1) ∩ [0, 1− η]) ≥ QG(t) =
1
2
(κA−1)2t
for all ω ∈ Ω and all k ≥ 1.
Having η ∈ (0, η∗], put
(9.1) Iω(j, η) :=
{
Iω(j) if j ≥ 2,
Iω(1) ∩ [0, 1− η] if j = 1
and recall that
Iω(1) ∩ [0, 1− η] = Iω(1) ∩ [η, 1− η].
We shall prove the following.
Lemma 9.4. For all η ∈ (0, η∗] and all j ∈ N there exists Qj ≥ 1 such that for all
k ∈ {j, j + 1, . . . ,∞}, all 1 ≤ i ≤ j, and all ω ∈ Ω
νk,ω(Iω(i, η)) ≥ Qj .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 9.3 that
(9.2) νk,ω(Iω(1)) ≥ νk,ω(Iω(1, η)) ≥ QG(t).
Having this and applying (M5b) along with Lemma 6.2 and the last assertion of Theo-
rem 7.4, we get for all 2 ≤ i ≤ j that
νk,ω(Iω(i, η)) = νk,ω
(
T
−(i−1)
ω,0
(
Iθi−1(ω)(1)
))
≥ A−t(i−1)λ
−(i−1)
k,ω νk,θi−1(ω)
(
Iθi−1(ω)(1))
)
≥ QG(t)A
−t(i−1)β
−(i−1)
1
≥ QG(t)A
−t(j−1)min{1, β
−(j−1)
1 }.
Along with (9.2) this completes the proof. 
Now we can prove the following.
Lemma 9.5. Let t ≥ 0. Then for every q ∈ N there exists a constant Γt(q) ≥ 1 such that
for all k ≥ q, all n ∈ N, and all ω ∈ Ω, we have
λnk,ω ≥ Γ
−1
t (q)λ
n
q,ω.
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Proof. For every k ∈ N and n ∈ N extend the function Lnk,ω1 : J
(k)
θn(ω)(T ) −→ (0,+∞) to
the whole interval [0, 1] by setting
(9.3) Lnk,ω1(x) := L
n
ω1Γ(k,n)(x)
for all x ∈ [0, 1], where
Γ(k, n) :=
n⋂
ℓ=0
T−ℓω
(
I∗ ∩ Uθℓ(ω)(k)
)
.
Of course
Lnk,ω1(x) ≤ L
n
ℓ,ω1(x)
for all ω ∈ Ω, all 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ ≤ ∞, all n ∈ N and all x ∈ [0, 1]. In addition, by applying
Proposition 4.4 and observing that
1− T−uω,0 & |Iω(u)|
for all u ≥ 1 and all ω ∈ Ω, we see that for all η ∈ (0, η∗] there exists Kˆη ≥ 1 such that for
all j ≥ 1, all 1 ≤ i ≤ j, all k ∈ N∞, all n ∈ N, all ω ∈ Ω, and all x, y ∈ Iθn(ω)(i, η)
Kˆ−tη ≤
Lnk,ω1(y)
Lnk,ω1(x)
≤ Kˆtη.(9.4)
Also, for every k ≥ 1 there exists ηk ∈ (0, η∗] such that
J (k)ω (T ) ⊂ [ηk, 1− ηk]
for all ω ∈ Ω. By formula (5.5) and Lemma 5.5, for all k, n ∈ N and all ω ∈ Ω, we have
that
λnk,ω =
∫
J
(k)
θn(ω)
(T )
Lnk,ω1dνk,θn(ω) =
∫ 1
0
Lnk,ω1(x)dνk,θn(ω)(x).
By Theorem 7.4 and Proposition 7.3, we have∫ 1
0
Ln∞,ω1(x)dνθn(ω)(x) =
∫
Jθn(ω)(T )
Ln∞,ω1dνθn(ω) =
∫
Jθn(ω)(T )\{0,1}
Ln∞,ω1dνθn(ω)
= λn∞,ω
∫
T−1ω (Jθn(ω)(T )\{0,1})
1dνω = λ
n
∞,ωνω(T
−1
ω (Jθn(ω)(T )\ {0, 1}))
≤ λn∞,ω.
Fix q ∈ N. Fix also arbitrary n ∈ N and ω ∈ Ω. Let xω,q,n ∈ J
(q)
θn(ω)(T ) be any point
maximizing the function
Lnq,ω1 : J
(q)
θn(ω)(T ) −→ (0,∞).
Then xω,q,n ∈ Iθn(ω)(j, ηq) for some 1 ≤ j ≤ q. Hence, using Lemma 9.4, we get for every
k ≥ q (k =∞ is allowed) that
λnk,ω ≥
∫ 1
0
Lnk,ω1(x)dνk,θn(ω)(x) ≥
∫ 1
0
Lq,ω1(x)dνk,θn(ω)(x) ≥
∫
Iθn(ω)(j,ηq)
Lq,ω1dνk,θn(ω)
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≥ Kˆ−tηq L
n
q,ω1(xω,q,n)νk,θn(ω)
(
Iθn(ω)(j, ηq)
)
≥ Kˆ−tηq QqL
n
q,ω1(xω,q,n)
≥ Kˆ−tηq Qq
∫
J
(q)
θn(ω)
(T )
Lnq,ω1dνq,θn(ω)
= Kˆ−tηq Qqλ
n
q,ω.
The proof is complete. 
As an immediate consequence of this lemma and Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem we get the
following.
Corollary 9.6. For every t ≥ 0 the sequence (EPk(t))
∞
k=1 is weakly increasing. In conse-
quence EP∞(t) = EP∞(t), and we recall that this common value is denoted by EP∞(t).
Remark 9.7. Together with Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem, the proof of Lemma 9.5, more
precisely its last displayed formula taken with k = q, also shows that the value of EPk(t)
is independent of the conformal measure νk(t); it depends only on t and k.
Having Lemma 9.5 at our disposal, we can prove the following.
Theorem 9.8. AA(T ) ⊆ CM(T ).
Proof. The case of t = 0 is entirely taken care of by Proposition 8.5. So, assume from now
on that t > 0. According to Theorem 7.4 in order to complete the proof, we are to show
that
ν
(
Ω× Crit(G)
)
= 0
with ν = νk being a weak limit measure resulting from Lemma 5.4; see also formula (5.5)
and Lemma 5.5. We will do it now. Denote
(9.5) δ :=
1
3
(
EP∞(t) +
1
1 + γ+
χ0t
)
> 0,
due to A–admissibility of t. Take then q∗ ∈ N so large (see Corollary 9.6) that
(9.6) EPq(t) +
1
1 + γ+
χ0t > 2δ
for all q ≥ q∗. Fix such a q. Since, by Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem and the last assertion
of Theorem 7.4,
EPq(t) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log λnq,ω
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω, say ω ∈ Ω∗ with m(Ω∗) = 1, we have for every ω ∈ Ω∗ that
1
n
log λnq,ω +
1
n
t
1 + γ+
log |(T nω )
′(0)| ≥ 2δ
for all n ≥ 1 large enough, say n ≥ N1(ω) ≥ 1. By virtue of Lemma 9.5 this gives
1
n
log λnk,ω +
1
n
t
1 + γ+
log |(T nω )
′(0)| ≥ δ
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for all ω ∈ Ω∗, all k ≥ q, and all n ≥ N1(ω) large enough, say n ≥ N2(ω) ≥ N1(ω).
Equivalently,
(9.7) λ−nk,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(0)|
− t
1+γ+ ≤ e−δn.
It therefore follows from formula (6.19) and (6.21) respectively that for all ∆ ∈ G we have
(9.8) νk,ω(T
−1
ω,∆(Vθ(ω)(n))) ≤
∞∑
l=n
e−δl = (1− e−δ)−1e−δn
and for all ∆ ∈ G we have
(9.9) νk,ω(T
−1
ω,∆ ◦ T
−1
θ(ω),1(Vθ2(ω)(n))) ≤
∞∑
l=n
e−δl = (1− e−δ)−1e−δn
for all ω ∈ Ω∗, all k ≥ q, and all n ≥ N2(ω). Since we could have obviously chosen the
function Ω∗ ∋ ω 7→ N2(ω) in a measurable way, for every ε > 0 there exists Nε ≥ 1 and a
measurable set Ω∗ε ⊆ Ω such that m(Ω
∗
ε) ≥ 1− ε,
(9.10) νk,ω(T
−1
ω,∆(Vθ(ω)(n))) ≤ (1− e
−δ)−1e−δn
and
(9.11) νk,ω(T
−1
ω,∆ ◦ T
−1
θ(ω),1(Vθ2(ω)(n))) ≤ (1− e
−δ)−1e−δn
for all ∆ ∈ G, all n ≥ nε ≥ 1 and all ω ∈ Ω
∗
ε. Letting k →∞ we thus conclude that
ν
(
Ω∗ε × Crit(G)) ≤ ν

 ⋃
ω∈Ω∗ε
{ω} ×

 ⋃
∆∈G
(0)
C
T−1ω,∆
(
Vθ(ω)(n)
)
∪
⋃
∆∈G
(1)
C
T−1ω,∆ ◦ T
−1
θ(ω),1
(
Vθ2(ω)(n)
)


≤ #GC(1− e
−δ)−1e−δn.
Letting in turn n→∞, we thus conclude that
ν
(
Ω∗ε × Crit(G)) = 0.
Finally letting ε→ 0, we get that
ν
(
Ω∗ × Crit(G)) = 0.
So,
ν
(
Ω× Crit(G)) = 0.
The proof is complete. 
Remark 9.9. By a straightforward enhancement of the proof of Theorem 9.8, we get that
for every ℓ ≥ 0,
lim
η→0
∫
Ω
sup
{
νk,ω
(
B
(
T−ℓω ({0, 1}), η
))
: q∗ ≤ k ≤ +∞
}
dm(ω) = 0.
Thus
lim
η→0
sup
q∗≤k≤+∞
{
νk
(⋃
ω∈Ω
{ω} × B
(
T−ℓω ({0, 1}), η
))}
= 0.
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Remark 9.10. We have in fact shown in the proof of Theorem 9.8 that if t ∈ AA(T ), then
any weak limit of measures (νk)
∞
k=1 is t–conformal.
Definition 9.11. Because of Theorem 9.8 for each t ∈ AA(T ) there exists a t–conformal
measure ν for T . Furthermore, because of Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem and Lemma 8.4 (c),
the number
EP(t) :=
∫
Ω
log λt,ν,ωdm(ω)
is independent of the choice of t–conformal measure ν. We call it the expected topological
pressure of the parameter t.
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 9.5 and Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem, we get the
following.
Lemma 9.12. If t ∈ AA(T ), then EP(t) ≥ EP∞(t).
Let
p2 : Ω× [0, 1] 7−→ [0, 1]
be the natural projection on the second coordinate, i.e.
p2(ω, x) = x.
Let η∗ ∈ (0,min{1/2, 1−(|∆1|/2)) be the number produced in Lemma 9.2. Fix an arbitrary
η ∈ (0, η∗]. Let A ⊆ J (T ) be an arbitrary measurable set such that
p2(A) ⊆ [η, 1− η].
It then follows from Proposition 4.4 and conformality of the random measures νk, 1 ≤ k ≤
+∞, that
K−tη νk,ω
(
T−jω ([η, 1− η])
) νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω))
νk,θj(ω)([η∗, 1− η∗])
≤
≤ νk,ω
(
T−jω (Aθj(ω))
)
≤
≤ Ktηνk,ω
(
T−jω ([η, 1− η])
) νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω))
νk,θj(ω)([η, 1− η])
≤ Ktηνk,ω
(
T−jω ([η, 1− η])
) νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω))
νk,θj(ω)([η∗, 1− η∗])
for all j ≥ 0 and all ω ∈ Ω. So, applying Lemma 9.2, we get
(9.12)
K−tη νk,ω
(
T−jω ([η, 1− η∗])
)
νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω)) ≤
≤ νk,ω
(
T−jω (Aθj(ω))
)
≤
≤ KtηQ
−1
G (t)νk,ω
(
T−jω ([η∗, 1− η∗])
)
νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω))
≤ KtηQ
−1
G (t)νk,θj(ω)(Aθj(ω))
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ +∞, all ω ∈ Ω and all j ≥ 0.
Now we shall prove the following technical, but very useful fact.
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Lemma 9.13. If t ∈ AA(T ), then
lim
η→0
sup
n≥0
∫
Ω
sup
{
νk,ω
(
T−nω
(
[η, 1− η]c
)
: q∗ ≤ k ≤ ∞
}
dm(ω) = 0.
Proof. First note that there exists η1 ∈ (0, η∗) such that⋃
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
T−1ω,∆([0, 1]) ∪
⋃
∆∈G
T−1ω,∆(∆1) ⊆ [η1, 1− η1](9.13)
for all ω ∈ Ω. For every n ≥ 0, all 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, and every set A ⊆ [0, 1] we can write
T−nω (A) = T
−n
ω,0 (A) ∪
n−1⋃
j=0
T−(n−j−1)ω

 ⋃
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0(A)
)∪
∪ T−1ω,1
(
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω),0 (A)
)
∪
∪
n−2⋃
j=0
T−(n−j−2)ω
(⋃
∆∈G
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
(A)
)))
.(9.14)
Fix ε > 0. Keep δ > 0 defined by (9.5) and and recall that q∗ ≥ 1 is determined by (9.6),
i.e. both are the same as in the proof of Theorem 9.8. Fix an integer s1 ≥ 0 so large that
for every s ≥ s1 we have that
(9.15) m
(
{ω ∈ Ω : N2(ω) > s}
)
< ε/4,
where N2(ω) also comes from the proof of Theorem 9.8. Denote this set by Ωs(ε).
Therefore, applying (9.12), (9.13) and (9.8), we get for every k ≥ q∗, every n ≥ s + 1,
and every ω ∈ Ωcs(ε), that
Σ(1)n (k, s;ω) :=
n−1∑
j=s
νk,ω

T−(n−j−1)ω

 ⋃
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
([0, 1])
)


=
n−1∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−1)ω
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
Vθn−j(ω)(j)
)))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
n−1∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
νk,θn−(j+1)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
Vθn−j(ω)(j)
))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
n−1∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
(1− e−δ)−1e−δj
≤ #GKtη1Q
−1
G (t)(1− e
−δ)−1
n−1∑
j=s
e−δj
≤ #GKtη1Q
−1
G (t)(1− e
−δ)−2e−δs.(9.16)
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Likewise, applying (9.12), (9.13) and (9.9), we get for every k ≥ q∗, every n ≥ s + 2, and
every ω ∈ Ωcs(ε), that
(9.17)
Σ(2)n (k, s;ω) : =
n−2∑
j=s
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−2)ω
(⋃
∆∈G
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
([0, 1])
))))
=
n−2∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−2)ω
(
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
Vθn−j(ω)(j)
))))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
n−2∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G
νk,θn−(j+2)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
Vθn−j(ω)(j)
)))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
n−2∑
j=s
∑
∆∈G
(1− e−δ)−1e−δj
≤ #GKtη1Q
−1
G (t)(1− e
−δ)−1
n−2∑
j=s
e−δj
≤ #GKtη1Q
−1
G (t)(1− e
−δ)−2e−δs.
We also declare
Σ(1)n (k, s;ω) := 0
for all 0 ≤ n ≤ s and
Σ(1)n (k, s;ω) = Σ
(2)
n (k, s;ω) := 0
for all 0 ≤ n ≤ s+1. With these declarations both (9.16) and (9.17) become true for every
k ≥ q∗, every n ≥ 0, and every ω ∈ Ωcs(ε).
Now there are only left four terms in (9.14) to take care of. Two of them are easy.
Indeed, invoking (9.7), we get for every k ≥ q∗, every n ≥ s, and every ω ∈ Ωcs(ε), that
(9.18)
Σ(3)n (k, s;ω) : = νk,ω
(
T−nω,0 ([0, 1])
)
≤ Cλ−nk,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(0)|
−t
≤ Cλ−nk,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(0)|
− t
1+γ+
≤ Ce−δn ≤ Ce−δs,
and
(9.19)
Σ(4)n (k, s;ω) : = νk,ω
(
T−1ω,1
(
T
−(n−1)
θ(ω),0 ([0, 1])
))
≤ Cλ−nk,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(0)|
−t
≤ Cλ−nk,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(0)|
− t
1+γ+
≤ Ce−δn ≤ Ce−δs,
with some constant C ∈ [1,∞). Now fix an integer s ≥ s1 so large that
(9.20) 2Ce−δs + 2#GKtη1Q
−1
G (t)(1− e
−δ)−2e−δs < ε/4.
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Now we deal with the last two, somewhat more involved terms. Take any η ∈ (0, η1]. Then
(9.21)
Σ(5)n (k, s;ω) : =
s−1∑
j=0
νk,ω

T−(n−j−1)ω

 ⋃
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
([η, 1− η]c)
)


=
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−1)ω
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0([η, 1− η]
c)
)))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G\{∆0,∆1}
νk,θn−(j+1)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0([η, 1− η]
c)
))
and
(9.22)
Σ(6)n (k,s;ω) :=
=
s−1∑
j=0
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−2)ω
(⋃
∆∈G
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0([η, 1− η]
c)
))))
=
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G
νk,ω
(
T−(n−j−2)ω
(
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0([η, 1− η]
c)
))))
≤ Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G
νk,θn−(j+2)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
([η, 1− η]c)
)))
for every k ≥ q∗, every n ≥ s, and every ω ∈ Ω. Now, in view of Remark 9.9 there exists
η2 ∈ (0, η1] such that for every k ≥ q
∗ and every η ∈ (0, η2], we have that
(9.23)
Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G\(∆0∪∆1)
νk,θn−(j+1)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),∆
(
T−jθn−j(ω),0([η, 1− η]
c)
))
< ε/4
and
(9.24)
Ktη1Q
−1
G (t)
s−1∑
j=0
∑
∆∈G
νk,θn−(j+2)(ω)
(
T−1
θn−(j+2)(ω),∆
(
T−1
θn−(j+1)(ω),1
(
T−j
θn−j(ω),0
([η, 1− η]c)
)))
< ε/4.
Put:
(9.25) Ξn(η, ω) := sup
{
νk,ω
(
T−nω
(
[η, 1− η]c
)
: q ≤ k ≤ ∞
}
and
Σ(i)n (s;ω) := sup
{
Σ(i)n (k, s;ω) : q ≤ k ≤ ∞
}
for every i = 1, 2, . . . , 6. As the last ingredient, by virtue of (9.15), we get that
(9.26)
∫
Ωs(ε)
Ξn(η, ω) dm(ω) ≤ m(Ωs(ε)) < ε/4,
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for all n ≥ 1. Finally, taking the fruits of all the above estimates, i.e. using (9.14), (9.16),
(9.17), (9.18), (9.19), (9.20), (9.21), (9.22), (9.23), (9.24), and (9.26), we get for all k ≥ q,
all n ≥ s and every η ∈ (0, η2], that∫
Ω
Ξn(η, ω) dm(ω) ≤
∫
Ωs(ε)
Ξn(η, ω)dm(ω) +
6∑
i=1
∫
Ωcs(ε)
Σ(i)n (s;ω) dm(ω)
<
ε
4
+
ε
4
+
ε
4
+
ε
4
= ε.
The proof of Lemma 9.13 is complete. 
Let us record the following immediate corollary of Lemma 9.13.
Corollary 9.14. If t ∈ AA(T ), then
lim
η→0
sup
n≥0
sup
q∗≤k≤∞
{
νk
(
T−n
(
Ω× [η, 1− η]c
))}
= 0.
Now, because of Lemma 9.13, we are in a position to prove the following technical lemma
which is a significant strengthening of Lemma 9.5.
Lemma 9.15. If t ∈ AA(T ), then for all ε > 0 there exist cε ≥ 1 and a measurable set
Ωε ⊂ Ω such that m
(
Ωε
)
> 1 − ε and for all integers q ≥ q∗ (q∗ ≥ 1 being determined by
(9.6)), all integers k ≥ q, all n ≥ 0, and all ω ∈ Ωε we have that
λnk,ω ≥ c
−1
ε λ
n
q,ω.
Proof. For every η ∈ (0, 1) and ω ∈ Ω let
Nη(ω) := {ℓ ∈ N : Iℓ(ω) ∩ [η, 1− η] 6= ∅}
and let
N
∗
η(ω) := Nη(ω) ∩ {2, 3, . . . } = Nη(ω)\ {1} .
Let ℓη(ω) be the largest element in Nη(ω). Of course
Nη(ω) = {1, 2, . . . , ℓη(ω)} and N
∗
η(ω) = {2, 3, . . . , ℓη(ω)} .
By conditions (M5c) of the definition of T ,
(9.27) T−jω,0(1) ≤ Cκ
−j
for all j ≥ 0 with some constant C ≥ 1. In particular, T
−(ℓη(ω)−1)
ω,0 (1) ≤ Cκ
−(ℓη(ω)−1). But,
on the other hand, T
−(ℓη(ω)−1)
ω,0 (1) ≥ η. Hence, κ
−(ℓη(ω)−1) ≥ η/C. This gives
ℓη(ω) ≤ 1 +
log(C/η)
log κ
:= ℓη(9.28)
for all ω ∈ Ω. Now, fix ε ∈ (0, 1). Then, by virtue of Lemma 9.13, with Ξn(η, ω) defined
by (9.25) there exists ηε ∈ (0, 1/2) so small that∫
Ω
Ξn(ηε, ω) dm(ω) <
ε
2
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for all integers n ≥ 0. Hence, by Tchebyshev’s Inequality
m
({
ω ∈ Ω : Ξn(ηε, ω) > 1/2
})
< ε
for all integers n ≥ 0. So, denoting
Ωε := Ω \
{
ω ∈ Ω : Ξn(ηε, ω) > 1/2
}
,
we get that
m
(
Ωε
)
> 1− ε
and
inf
{
νk,ω
(
T−nω
(
[ηε, 1− ηε]
))
: q ≤ k ≤ ∞, ω ∈ Ωε
}
≥
1
2
(9.29)
for all integers n ≥ 0. For the rest of the proof keep ω ∈ Ωε. By (9.29) and (9.28) for every
integer n ≥ 0 there exists 1 ≤ jn ≤ ℓηε such that
νk,ω
(
T−nω
(
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
))
≥ (2ℓηε)
−1(9.30)
for all k ≥ q∗. As in the proof of Lemma 9.5, we treat all the functions Lnk,ω1, n ≥ 0, as
defined on the whole interval [0, 1] according to the definition (9.3). Having any q ≥ q∗,
let x(q, ω, jn) ∈ Iθn(ω),ηε(jn) be a point maximizing the value of L
n
q,ω1 restricted to the set
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn), which, we recall, is defined by the formula (9.1). Using now (9.30) (with k
being q) along with Lemma 9.4 and (9.4), we obtain
λnk,ω ≥
∫
Jθn(ω)(T )
Lnk,ω1dνk,θn(ω) ≥
∫
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
Lnk,ω1dνk,θn(ω) ≥
∫
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
Lq,ω1dνk,θn(ω)
≥ K−tηε L
n
q,ω1
(
x(q, ω, jn)
)
νk,θn(ω)(Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)) ≥ K
−t
ηε QℓηεL
n
q,ω1
(
x(q, ω, j)
)
≥ K−tηε Qℓηε
1
νq,θn(ω)(Iθn(ω),ηε(jn))
∫
Iθn(ω),ηε(j)
Lnq,ω1dνq,θn(ω)
≥ K−tηε Qℓηε
∫
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
Lnq,ω1dνq,θn(ω) = K
−t
ηε Qℓηελ
n
q,ω
∫
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
(
λ−nq,ωL
n
q,ω
)
1dνq,θn(ω)
= K−tηε Qℓηελ
n
q,ωνq,ω
(
T−nω
(
Iθn(ω),ηε(jn)
))
≥ K−tηε Qℓηε (2ℓηε)
−1λnq,ω.
The proof of Lemma 9.15 is complete. 
We are now in a position to prove the following.
Proposition 9.16. If t ∈ AA(T ), then EP(t) = EP∞(t).
Proof. In view of Lemma 9.12, it suffices to prove that
EP(t) ≤ EP∞(t).(9.31)
For every η > 0 and all k, n ∈ N, put
∆k,n(η) :=
{
ω ∈ Ω : log λnk,ω ≤ (EP∞(t) + η)n
}
.
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By virtue of Theorem 7.4, we have log(λnk,ω/β
n
1 ) ≥ 0 for all ω ∈ Ω. Hence, applying
Tchebyshev’s Inequality along with Corollary 9.6 and Theorem 7.4, we get
m(∆ck,n(η)) = m
({
ω ∈ Ω : log(λnk,ω/β
n
1 ) ≥ (EP∞(t)− log β1 + η)n
})
≤
∫
Ω
log(λnk,ω/β
n
1 )dm(ω)
(EP∞(t)− log β1 + η)n
=
(EPk(t)− log β1)n
(EP∞(t)− log β1 + η)n
=
EPk(t)− log β1
EP∞(t)− log β1 + η
≤
EP∞(t)− log β1
EP∞(t)− log β1 + η
= 1−
η
EP∞(t)− log β1 + η
≤ 1−
η
log β2 − log β1 + η
.
Therefore,
m(∆k,n(η)) ≥
η
log β2 − log β1 + η
.
Keeping η > 0 and n ∈ N fixed, set
∆∞n :=
∞⋂
j=1
∞⋃
k=j
∆k,n(η).
Of course,
m(∆∞n (η)) ≥
η
log β2 − log β1 + η
> 0(9.32)
and
∆∞n (η) ⊆
{
ω ∈ Ω : lim
k→∞
λnk,ω ≤ exp((EP∞(t) + η)n)
}
.(9.33)
Now fix an arbitrary ε ∈ (0, 1
3
η(log β2 − log β1 + η)
−1). Let the set Ωε ⊆ Ω and the
constant cε ≥ 1 be those produced by Lemma 9.15. It then follows from this lemma along
with (9.32) and (9.33) that
λnq,ω ≤ cε exp((EP∞(t) + η)n)(9.34)
for all q ≥ q∗, n ≥ 0, and ω ∈ Γ∗n(η) := Ωε ∩∆
∞
n (η), and also that
m(Γ∗n(η)) ≥
2
3
η(log β2 − log β1 + η)
−1.
Since EP(t) =
∫
Ω
log λωdm(ω), it follows from Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem, that there exist
an integer nε ≥ 1 and a measurable set Ωˆη ⊆ Ω such that
m(Ωˆη) ≥ 1−
1
3
η(log β2 − log β1 + η)
−1
and
1
n
log λnω ≥ EP(t)− η
for all ω ∈ Ωˆη and all n ≥ nε. Letting
Γn(η) := Ωˆη ∩ Γ
∗
n(η),
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we then have that
m(Γn(η)) ≥
1
3
η(log β2 − log β1 + η)
−1 > 0(9.35)
and
λnω ≥ exp((EP(t)− η)n)(9.36)
for all ω ∈ Γn(η) and all n ≥ nε. Now for every j ≥ 3 put
Jω(T, j) := Jω(T ) ∩ (1/j, 1− 1/j).
Then for all q ≥ 1 large enough, say q ≥ qj,n ≥ q
∗,
Lnq,ω1|Jω(T,j) = L
n
ω1|Jω(T,j)
for all ω ∈ Ω. Therefore, if Γ ⊆ Ω is an arbitrary measurable set, we get for every q ≥ qj,n
that∫
Γ
λnq,ωdm(ω) =
∫
Γ
∫
Jθn(ω)(T )
Lnq,ω1dνq,θn(ω)dm(ω) ≥
∫
Γ
∫
Jθn(ω)(T,j)
Lnq,ω1dνq,θn(ω)dm(ω)
=
∫
Γ
∫
Jθn(ω)(T,j)
Lnω1dνq,θn(ω)dm(ω)
=
∫
Ω
∫
Jω(T,j)
1θn(Γ)L
n
θn(ω)1dνq,ωdm(ω).
Now, since (Jω(T, j))ω∈Ω is an open random set, since⋃
τ∈Ω
{τ} × Jτ(T, j) ∋ (ω, x) 7−→ 1θn(Γ)L
n
θ−n(ω)1(x) ∈ [0,+∞)
is a random continuous function, and since the sequence (νq)
∞
q=1 converges weakly to ν,
applying Portmanteau’s Theorem (see [11]), we get
lim inf
q→∞
∫
Γ
λnq,ωdm(ω) ≥ lim inf
q→∞
∫
Ω
∫
Jω(T,j)
1θn(Γ)L
n
θ−n(ω)1dνq,ωdm(ω)
≥
∫
Ω
∫
Jω(T,j)
1θn(Γ)L
n
θ−n(ω)1dνωdm(ω)
=
∫
θn(Γ)
∫
Jω(T )
1Jω(T,j)L
n
θ−n(ω)1dνωdm(ω).
But since the sequence of non–negative measurable functions(
1Jω(T,j)L
n
θ−n(ω)1
)
j≥3
converges weakly increasingly m–a.e. (remember that ν(Ω × {0, 1}) = 0) to the function
(ω, x) 7→ Lnθ−n(ω)1(x) as j →∞, by virtue of the Lebesgue Monotone Convergence Theorem,
we get that
lim inf
q→∞
∫
Γ
λnq,ωdm(ω) ≥
∫
θn(Γ)
∫
Jω(T )
Lnθ−n(ω)1dνωdm(ω) =
∫
Γ
∫
Jθn(ω)(T )
Lnω1dνθn(ω)dm(ω)
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=
∫
Γ
λnωdm(ω).
Substituting into this formula Γn(η) for Γ and using (9.34) along with (9.36), we obtain
cε exp((EP∞(t) + η)n)m(Γn(η)) ≥ lim inf
q→∞
∫
Γn(η)
λnq,ωdm(ω) ≥
∫
Γn(η)
λnωdm(ω)
≥ exp((EP(t)− η)n)m(Γn(η)).
Since by (9.35), m(Γn(η)) > 0, we thus get
cε exp((EP∞(t) + η)n) ≥ exp((EP(t)− η)n).
Equivalently, we have
E∞(t) + η +
1
n
log cε ≥ EP(t)− η.
Letting n → ∞, this gives EP(t) ≤ EP∞(t) + 2η. Finally, letting η → 0, formula (9.31)
follows and the proof of Proposition 9.16 is complete. 
10. Expected Pressure 2
For every (ω, x) ∈ J (T ) let
χ
ω
(x) := lim
n→∞
1
n
log
∣∣(T nω )′(x)∣∣ and χω(x) := lim
n→∞
1
n
log
∣∣(T nω )′(x)∣∣.
The numbers χ
ω
(x) and χω(x) are respectively called the lower and the upper Lyapunov
exponent of T at the point (ω, x) ∈ J (T ). If
χ
ω
(x) = χω(x),
then this common value is simply called the Lyapunov exponent of T at the point (ω, x) ∈
J (T ). For all integers 1 ≤ k < +∞, we set
χ(k) := inf
{
χ
ω
(x) : (ω, x) ∈ J (k)(T )
}
> 0,
where positivity follows immediately from Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.4. We recall
that given t ≥ 0 and an integer 1 ≤ k ≤ ∞,
νt,k =
{
νt,k,ω
}
ω∈Ω
is the t–conformal measure for the map T |J (k)(T ) : J
(k)(T ) → J (k)(T ) defined in Lem-
mas 5.4, 5.5, and Theorem 7.4.
All of our investigations of the expected pressure function are based on the following
technical result.
Lemma 10.1. If 0 ≤ s ≤ t and k ∈ N, then
(t− s)χ(k) ≤ EPk(s)− EPk(t) ≤ (t− s) log ‖T
′‖∞ .
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Proof. Let ∆k ⊆ [0, 1] be the convex hull of J
(k)(T ). For every ω ∈ Ω, every x ∈ J (k)(T ),
and every n ≥ 0 let
Iω(x, n) := T
−n
ω,x(∆k).
By conformality of both measures νt,k and νs,k and Proposition 4.4, we have that
νt,k,ω(Iω(x, n)) ≍ λ
−n
t,k,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(x)|
−t
and
νs,k,ω(Iω(x, n)) ≍ λ
−n
s,k,ω |(T
n
ω )
′(x)|
−s
for all ω ∈ Ω, all n ∈ N, and all x ∈ J (k)ω (T ), where the comparability constants depend in
general on s, t, and k but are independent of ω, n and x. Therefore,
νt,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
νs,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
≍ |(T nω )
′(x)|
s−t λ
n
s,k,ω
λnt,k,ω
.
Now, for every ω ∈ Ω there exists a measurable set J
(k)
ω (T, s) ⊆ J
(k)
ω (T ) such that
νs,k,ω(J
(k)
ω (T, s)) = 1 and
lim inf
n→∞
νt,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
νs,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
< +∞
for all x ∈ J
(k)
ω (T, s). Likewise, for every ω ∈ Ω there exists a measurable set J
(k)
ω (T, t) ⊆
J
(k)
ω (T ) such that νt,k,ω(J
(k)
ω (T, t)) = 1 and
lim inf
n→∞
νs,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
νt,k,ω(Iω(x, n))
< +∞
for all x ∈ J
(k)
ω (T, t). By Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem
EPk(t) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log λnt,k,ω
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω, say ω ∈ Ωt, and
EPk(s) = lim
n→∞
1
n
log λns,k,ω
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω, say ω ∈ Ωs. Therefore, for all ω ∈ Ωs ∩ Ωt, we have
EPk(s)− EPk(t) ≤ (t− s)χ(x) ≤ log ‖T
′‖∞ (t− s)
for all x ∈ J
(k)
ω (T, s), and
EPk(s)− EPk(t) ≥ (t− s)χ(x) ≥ χ(k)(t− s)
for all x ∈ J
(k)
ω (T, s). The proof is now complete. 
As an immediate consequence of this lemma we get the following.
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Proposition 10.2. If 0 ≤ s ≤ t, then
EP∞(s)− EP∞(t) ≤ log ‖T
′‖∞ (t− s)
and
EP∞(s)− EPk(t) ≥ χ(k)(t− s)
for every k ∈ N.
By letting k → ∞ in the second formula of this proposition and copying the first one,
we get the following.
Corollary 10.3. If 0 ≤ s ≤ t, then
0 ≤ EP∞(s)− EP∞(t) ≤ log ‖T
′‖∞ (t− s).
In particular, the function
[0,+∞) ∋ u 7−→ EP∞(u) ∈ R
is monotone decreasing and Lipschitz continuous with a Lipschitz constant equal to log ‖T ′‖∞.
Define
DT := {t ≥ 0 : EP∞(t) ≥ 0} .
Of course
DT ⊆ AA(T ).
Consequently, EP (t) is well–defined for each t ∈ DT and
EP(t) = EP∞(t)
for all t ∈ DT . Since EP∞(0) = EP(0) > 0, it immediately follows from Corollary 10.3 that
there exists a unique number bT ∈ [0,+∞] such that either
DT = [0, bT ) or DT = [0, bT ].
As an immediate consequence of this corollary, we get the following
Corollary 10.4. If bT < +∞, then
EP∞(bT ) = 0.
and (consequently)
DT = [0, bT ].
Now, we shall prove more.
Theorem 10.5. If bT < +∞, then there exists a number b
+
T > bT such that
[0, b+T ) ⊆ AA(T ).
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Proof. The second inequality of Proposition 10.2 tells us that
EP∞(t) ≥ EPk(bT )− χ(k)(t− bT )
for all t ≥ bT and all k ≥ 1. So, if t ≥ bT and
EPk(bT )− χ(k)(t− bT ) > −
1
1 + γ+
χ0t
for some k ≥ 1, then t ∈ AA(T ). But this inequality is equivalent to
(1 + γ+)(t− bT )χ(k) < χ0t+ (1 + γ+)EPk(bT )
and further, after dividing both sides by t, equivalent to
(1 + γ+)
(
1−
bT
t
)
χ(k) < χ0 + (1 + γ+)
EPk(bT )
t
.
Since χ(k) ≤ log ‖T ′‖∞, it therefore follows that in order to know that t ∈ AA(t), it suffices
to have
(1 + γ+)
(
1−
bT
t
)
log ‖T ′‖∞ < χ0 + (1 + γ+)
EPk(bT )
t
for some k ≥ 1. But by Corollary 10.4 and Corollary 9.6, EPk(t) ≤ 0 for every k ≥ 1.
Hence EPk(bT )/t ≥ EPk(bT )/bT . Therefore, it suffices to have
(1 + γ+)
(
1−
bT
t
)
log ‖T ′‖∞ < χ0 + (1 + γ+)
EPk(bT )
bT
.
for some k ≥ 1. Since limk→∞ Ek(bT ) = EP∞(bT ) ≥ 0 and since χ0 > 0, there exists k ≥ 1
such that −(1 + γ+)EPk(bT )/bT < χ0/2. Thus, it suffices to have
(1 + γ+)
(
1−
bT
t
)
log ‖T ′‖∞ < χ0/2.(10.1)
But this is obviously true if t > bT is sufficiently close to bT , say t < b
+
T . The proof of
Theorem 10.5 is complete. 
11. Invariant Versions of Conformal Measures
As the main result of this section, we shall prove the following.
Theorem 11.1. For every admissible parameter t ≥ 0, i.e. belonging to AA(T), there
exists a unique measure µt ∈ M
1
m(T ) absolutely continuous with respect to νt. In addition
µt is equivalent to νt and ergodic.
Proof. Recall that
p2 : Ω× [0, 1] 7−→ [0, 1]
is the natural projection on the second coordinate, i.e.
p2(ω, x) = x.
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Recall also that η∗ ∈ (0,min{1/2, 1− (|∆1|/2)) is the number produced in Lemma 9.2. Fix
t ≥ 0 and set ν := νt. For every n ≥ 0 set
ν(n) := ν ◦ T−n and µ(n) :=
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
ν(j).
Pointwise this means that for all ω ∈ Ω and every Borel set Fω ⊂ [0, 1]:
(11.1) ν(n)ω (Fω) = νθ−n(ω)
(
T−nθ−n(ω)(Fω)
)
and µ(n)ω (Fω) =
1
n
n−1∑
j=0
ν(j)ω (Fω).
Fix η ∈ (0, η∗] arbitrary. Let A ⊆ J (T ) be an arbitrary measurable set such that
p2(A) ⊆ [η, 1− η].
It then follows from (9.12) that
K−tη ν
(j)
ω ([η, 1− η])
)
νω(Aω) ≤ ν
(j)
ω (Aω) ≤ K
t
ηQ
−1
G (t)νω(Aω)
for all j ≥ 0 and all ω ∈ Ω. Hence,
K−tη µ
(n)
ω ([η, 1− η])νω(Aω) ≤ µ
(n)
ω (Aω) ≤ K
t
ηQ
−1
G (t)νω(Aω)(11.2)
for all ω ∈ Ω and all integers n ≥ 1.
Let now µ = µt be a weak limit of the sequence (µ
(n))∞n=1 in the narrow topology on
Ω× [0, 1], say
µ = lim
k→∞
µ(nk)
for some increasing sequence (nk)
∞
k=1. Obviously, µ ∈M
1
m(T ). By virtue of Portmanteau’s
Theorem for G ⊆ p−12 ([η, 1 − η]), an arbitrary random open set in Ω × [0, 1], we thus get
from (11.2) that
µ(G) ≤ lim inf
k→∞
µ(nk)(G) = lim inf
k→∞
∫
Ω
µ(nk)ω (Gω)dm(ω)
≤ KtηQ
−1
G (t)
∫
Ω
νω(Gω)dm(ω)
= KtηQ
−1
G (t)ν(G).
It therefore immediately follows from Theorem 2.4 (outer regularity) that
µ(A) ≤ KtηQ
−1
G (t)ν(A)(11.3)
for every measurable set A ⊆ p−12 ([η, 1− η]).
Now, fix ε > 0 arbitrary. It follows from Lemma 9.14 and Portmanteau’s Theorem that
with η1 ∈ (0, η] sufficiently small,
µ(Ω× ([η1, 1− η1]
c)) < ε/2.(11.4)
Take now an arbitrary measurable set A ⊆ J (T ) such that
ν(A) < ε(2Ktη)
−1QG .
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It then follows (11.3) and (11.4) that
µ(A) = µ(A ∩ (Ω× [η1, 1− η1]
c)) + µ(A ∩ (Ω× [η1, 1− η1]))
< ε/2 +KtηQ
−1
G (t)ν(A ∩ (Ω× [η1, 1− η1]))
≤ ε/2 +KtηQ
−1
G (t)ν(A) < ε/2 + ε/2
= ε.
The proof of the absolute continuity of µ with respect to ν is thus complete.
Now we shall prove that the measures µ and ν are equivalent. So, let A be an arbitrary
measurable subset of J (T ) with ν(A) > 0. Because of Theorem 2.4 we can assume without
loss of generality that A is a closed random set. By virtue of Remark 9.9 there then exists
η2 ∈ (0, η1] so small that
ν(A ∩ (Ω× [η2, 1− η2])) > 0.
Then there exists α > 0 such that
m(AΩ(α)) > 0 and ν(A(α)) > 0,
where
AΩ(α) := {ω ∈ Ω : νω(Aω ∩ [η2, 1− η2]) ≥ α} and A(α) :=
⋃
ω∈AΩ(α)
{ω} × (Aω ∩ [η2, 1− η2]).
Decreasing η2 ∈ (0, η1] as needed, we will get in the same way as (11.4), that
µ
(
Ω× (η2, 1− η2)
c
)
<
1
4
m(AΩ(α)).
Then, by applying Tchebyschev’s Inequality, we get
m
({
ω ∈ Ω : µω((η2, 1− η2)
c) ≥
1
2
})
≤
∫
Ω
µω ([η2, 1− η2]
c) dm(ω)
1/2
= 2µ
(
Ω× ((η2, 1− η2)
c)
)
<
1
2
m(AΩ(α)).
Therefore,
m(A∗Ω(α)) ≥ m(AΩ(α))−m
({
ω ∈ Ω : µω((η2, 1− η2)) <
1
2
})
≥ m(AΩ(α))−
1
2
m(AΩ(α))
=
1
2
m(AΩ(α)),
where
A∗Ω(α) :=
{
ω ∈ AΩ(α) : µω((η2, 1− η2)) ≥
1
2
}
.
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Integrating now the left–hand side of (11.2) over the set A∗Ω(α) with A replaced by A(α),
we thus get∫
A∗Ω(α)
µ(n)ω (Aω(α)) dm(ω) ≥ K
−t
η2
∫
A∗Ω(α)
µ(n)ω ([η2, 1− η2])νω(Aω(α)) dm(ω)(11.5)
≥ K−tη2
∫
A∗Ω(α)
µ(n)ω ((η2, 1− η2))νω(Aω(α)) dm(ω).(11.6)
Taking the limit with nk → ∞, and observing that A(α), like A, is a closed random set
while
⋃
ω∈Ω{ω} × (η2, 1− η2) is an open random set, we thus get that
µ(A) ≥ µ(A(α)) ≥ lim sup
k→∞
∫
A∗Ω(α)
µ(nk)ω (Aω(α)) dm(ω)
≥ lim sup
k→∞
K−tη2
∫
A∗Ω(α)
µ(nk)ω ((η2, 1− η2))νω(Aω(α)) dm(ω)
≥ K−tη2
∫
A∗Ω(α)
µω((η2, 1− η2))νω(Aω(α)) dm(ω)
≥ (2Ktη2)
−1
∫
A∗Ω(α)
νω(Aω(α)) dm(ω) ≥ (2K
t
η2
)−1αm(A∗Ω(α))
≥ (4Ktη2)
−1αm(AΩ(α)) > 0.
Hence ν is absolutely continuous with respect to µ, and in consequence, µ and ν are
equivalent.
Now we can easily finish the proof of Theorem 11.1. We show the ergodicity of µt first.
Seeking contradiction suppose that µt is not ergodic. This would mean that there exists a
measurable set E ⊆ J (T ) such that
0 < µ(E) < 1(11.7)
and
T−1(E) = E.(11.8)
Since θ : Ω → Ω is ergodic, this implies that νω(Eω) > 0 for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. Since we
already know that µ and ν are equivalent, (11.7) yields
0 < ν(E) < 1.
We can then consider the following two measures ν ′ and ν ′′ on J (T ) given by their fiberwise
disintegrations as follows
ν ′ω(B) :=
νω(B ∩ Eω)
νω(Eω)
and ν ′′ω(B) :=
νω(B\Eω)
νω(E\Eω)
, ω ∈ Ω.
Let us first verify that the measures/collections ν ′ = {ν ′ω}ω∈Ω and ν
′′ = {ν ′ω}ω∈Ω are random
measures supported on J (T ) with respect to the base measure m. First,
ν ′ω([0, 1]) =
νω([0, 1] ∩ Eω)
νω(Eω)
=
νω(Eω)
νω(Eω)
= 1
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for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω and
ν ′ω(Jω(T )) =
νω(Jω(T ) ∩ Eω)
νω(Eω)
=
νω(Eω)
νω(Eω)
= 1
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. Therefore, for every measurable set A ⊆ Ω, we have
ν ′ ◦ π−1Ω (A) = ν
′(A× [0, 1]) =
∫
A
ν ′ω([0, 1]) dm(ω) =
∫
A
1 dm(ω) = m(A).
So, µ′ is a random measure with respect to the base measure m supported on J (T ). The
same calculation shows it for µ′′. An equivalent form of (11.8) is that
T−1ω (Eθ(ω)) = Eω
for all ω ∈ Ω. Using this, we get for every g ∈ L+∞([0, 1]) that
(11.9)
L∗ω(ν
′
θ(ω))g = ν
′
θ(ω)(Lωg) =
∫
Eθ(ω)
Lωg dνθ(ω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
=
∫
Jθ(ω)(T )
1Eθ(ω)Lωg dνθ(ω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
=
∫
Jθ(ω)(T )
Lω
(
g · (1Eθ(ω) ◦ Tω)
)
dνθ(ω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
=
L∗ωνθ(ω)
(
g · (1Eθ(ω) ◦ Tω)
)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
=
L∗ωνθ(ω)(g · 1Eω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
= λω
νω(g · 1Eω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
= λω
νω(Eω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
·
νω(g · 1Eω)
νω(Eω)
= λ′ων
′
ω(g),
where
λ′ω = λω
νω(Eω)
νθ(ω)(Eθ(ω))
.
So, see Remark 3.6 and the proof of Proposition 3.5,
L∗ων
′
θ(ω) = λ
′
ων
′
ω.
Likewise,
L∗ων
′′
θ(ω) = λ
′′
ων
′′
ω,
where
λ′′ω = λω
νω(E
c
ω)
νθ(ω)(E
c
θ(ω))
.
It follows from the above formulas, in fact from the formula (11.9) alone, and from Propo-
sition 3.5, that the random measure ν ′ is t–Bconformal. Likewise ν ′′. Hence, by virtue
of Corollary 8.2, both measures ν ′ and ν ′′ are t–conformal. Therefore, by Lemma 8.4 (b),
these two measures, ν ′ and ν ′′, are equivalent. However, on the other hand, by their very
definition they are mutually singular (in fact for each ω ∈ Ω the fiber measures ν ′ω and
ν ′′ω are mutually singular.) This contradiction finishes the proof of the ergodicity of the
measure µ. The uniqueness of µ is now immediate. Since µ and ν are equivalent, any
measure η ∈ M1m(T ) absolutely continuous with respect to ν is also absolutely continuous
with respect to µ. Since µ is ergodic, η = µ. The proof of Theorem 11.1 is complete. 
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12. Bowen’s Formula
This section is entirely devoted to proving the following theorem, which is a version
of Bowen’s Formula proven first by Rufus Bowen in [8] in the context of quasi–Fuchsian
groups.
Theorem 12.1. If T : J (T )→ J (T ) is a random critically finite map, then bT < +∞ (in
fact bT ≤ 1) and
HD(Jω(T )) = bT
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. We abbreviate bT by b. We will show first that
HD(Jω(T )) ≥ b
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. This will also gives us that things: firstly that
b ≤ 1
as HD(Jω(T )) ≤ 1 for every ω ∈ Ω.
Let ν and µ be the respective conformal and T–invariant measures corresponding to the
parameter b (see Theorem 11.1). Fix ω ∈ Ω and
z ∈ Jω(T )\
∞⋃
n=0
T−nω ({0, 1}).
Set
y := (ω, z).
Now, fix η∗ ∈ (0, 1/2) coming from Lemma 8.3. Since Tρ(1) = Tρ(0) = 0 for all ρ ∈ Ω and
since 0 is a uniformly expanding fixed point for every ρ ∈ Ω, we conclude that there exists
η ∈ (0, η∗/2] such that the set
N(y) :=
{
j ≥ 0 : T jω(z) ∈ (2η, 1− 2η)
}
is infinite. For every r ∈ (0, η), let k = k(y, r) be the largest integer greater than or equal
to zero such that
T kω (z) ∈ (2η, 1− 2η)
and
B(z, r) ⊆ T−ky (B(T
k
ω (z), η)).(12.1)
Then, using Proposition 4.4, we get that
(12.2) B(z, r) ⊆ B
(
z,Kη
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣−1 η) .
Hence
(12.3) r ≤ Kη
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣−1 η.
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By b–conformality of the random measure ν and by Proposition 4.4 again, we also get that
νω(B(z, r)) ≤ νω(T
−k
y (B(T
k
ω (z), η))) . λ
−k
ω
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣−b νθk(ω)(B(T kω (z), η))
≤ λ−kω
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣−b .(12.4)
Let k+ = k+(y, r) be the least integer greater than k such that T k
+
ω (z) ∈ (2η, 1−2η). Then
B(z, r) 6⊆ T−k
+
y
(
B(T k
+
ω (z), η)
)
,
Since, by Proposition 4.4,
T−k
+
y
(
B(T k
+
ω (z), η)
)
⊇ B
(
z,K−1η
∣∣∣(T k+ω )′(z)∣∣∣−1 η
)
,
we get that
r ≥ K−1η
∣∣∣(T k+ω )′(z)∣∣∣−1 η.(12.5)
Along with (12.3), this gives
(12.6)
−
log(Kηη)
k(y, r)
+
1
k(y, r)
log
∣∣(T k(y,r)ω )′(z)∣∣ ≤ − log rk(y, r) ≤
≤
log(Kη/η)
k(y, r)
+
k+(y, r)
k(y, r)
·
1
k+(y, r)
log
∣∣∣(T k+(y,r)ω )′(z)∣∣∣ .
Inserting (12.5) into (12.4), we obtain
νω(B(z, r)) . λ
−k
ω r
b


∣∣∣(T k+ω )′(z)∣∣∣
|(T kω )
′(z)|


b
,
and further,
log(νω(B(z, r)))
log r
≥ b−
log λkω
log r
+
1
log r
(
log
∣∣∣(T k+ω )′(z)∣∣∣− log ∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣)− Clog r(12.7)
with some constant C > 0. Equivalently,
log(νω(B(z, r)))
log r
≥ b−
1
k
log λkω
1
k
log r
+
k
log r
(
k+
k
1
k+
log
∣∣∣(T k+ω )′(z)∣∣∣− 1k log
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣
)
−
C
log r
,
(12.8)
where, we recall k = k(y, r) (so, it does depend on r) and k+ = k+(y, r). Thus
lim inf
r→0
log(νω(B(z, r)))
log r
≥ b+
limk→∞
1
k
log λkω
limk→∞
1
k
log |(T k+ω )
′(z)|
+
limk→∞
1
k
log
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣
limk→∞
1
k
log |(T k+ω )
′(z)|
− 1
(12.9)
provided all the above limits exist. Now, the map θ : Ω → Ω is ergodic with respect to
the measure m on Ω by our hypotheses and the map T : J (T ) → J (T ) is ergodic with
respect to the random measure µ by Theorem 11.1. It therefore follows from Birkhoff’s
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Ergodic Theorem and from Proposition 4.9, that there exists a measurable set Ω∗ ⊆ Ω,
with m(Ω∗) = 1, such that for every ω ∈ Ω∗ there exists a Borel set J
∗
ω (T ) ⊆ Jω(T ), with
νω(J
∗
ω (T )) = 1, such that for every z ∈ J
∗
ω (T ), we have
lim
ℓ→∞
1
ℓ
log λℓω = EP(bT ) = 0,(12.10)
lim
ℓ→∞
1
ℓ
log
∣∣(T ℓω)′(z)∣∣ = χµ > 0,(12.11)
and
lim
ℓ→∞
ℓ+(ω, z)
ℓ
= 1,
where ℓ+(ω, z) is the least integer greater than ℓ such that T
ℓ+(ω,z)
ω (z) ∈ (2η, 1 − 2η).
Inserting these three properties into (12.8), letting r > 0 in this formula go to 0, and
making use of (12.6), we get for all ω ∈ Ω∗ and z ∈ J
∗
ω (T ), that
lim inf
r→0
log(νω(B(z, r)))
log r
≥ b.
So, in order to complete the entire proof we are left to show that
HD(Jω(T )) ≤ b
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. We keep ν, µ, and y = (ω, z) the same as in the former part of the
proof.
For every j ∈ N(y), let rj := rj(y) > 0 be the least radius such that
T−jy
(
(η, 1− η)
)
⊆ B(z, rj).
It follows from Corollary 4.8 that rj < η for all j ≥ 0 large enough, say j ≥ j0. We fix
j ≥ j0. By applying Proposition 4.4 and invoking the very deffintion of rj , we get
rj ≤ diam
(
T−jy
(
(η, 1− η)
))
≤ Kη
∣∣(T jω)′(z)∣∣−1 .(12.12)
Applying this proposition again along with Lemma 8.3 and the definition of η, the confor-
mality of the measure ν yields
νω(B(z, rj)) ≥ νω(T
−j
y (η, 1− η)) ≥ K
−b
η λ
−j
ω
∣∣(T jω)′(z)∣∣−b νθj(ω)((η, 1− η))
≥ Qη∗K
−b
η λ
−j
ω
∣∣(T jω)′(z)∣∣−b .
By inserting (12.12) into this inequality, we get
νω(B(z, rj)) ≥ K
−2b
η Qη∗λ
−j
ω r
b
j .
By Corollary 4.8, limN(y)∋j→∞ rj = 0. Therefore, for such ω, using also (12.12), (12.10),
and (12.11), we get
lim inf
r→0
log νω(B(z, r))
log r
≤ lim inf
N(y)∋j→∞
log νω(B(z, rj))
log rj
≤ b+ lim sup
N(y)∋j→∞
log λ−jx
log rj
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= b+ lim sup
N(y)∋j→∞
1
j
log λ−jx
1
j
log rj
= b.
Therefore,
HD
(
Jω(T )\ ∪n≥0 T
−n
ω ({0, 1})
)
≤ b.
So, since HD(∪n≥0T
−n
ω ({0, 1})) = 0 (as this set is countable), we finally get that
HD(Jω(T )) ≤ b(12.13)
for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω. The proof is complete. 
Remark 12.2. We have in fact proved in the first part of the above proof that for any
measurable set ⋃
ω∈Ω0
{ω} × Eω ⊂ J(T )
there exists a measurable set Ω1 ⊂ Ω0 such that m(Ω0 \ Ω1) = 0 and
HD(Eω) ≥ b
for all ω ∈ Ω1.
As the last result of this paper we shall prove the following theorem which shows that
the sets Jω(T ), ω ∈ Ω, are all, up to a set of m–measure zero, true fractals unless
I∗ =
⋃
∆∈G
∆ = [0, 1],
in which case each set Jω(T ) is equal to [0, 1].
Theorem 12.3. If T : J (T )→ J (T ) is a random critically finite map, then
bT = 1 if an only if
⋃
∆∈G
∆ = [0, 1],
and then Jω(T ) = [0, 1] for all ω ∈ Ω.
Proof. Obviously, if
⋃
∆∈G ∆ = [0, 1] then Jω(T ) = [0, 1] for all ω ∈ Ω, and hence bT = 1.
The easier part of our theorem is thus established, and so we now suppose that⋃
∆∈G
∆ 6= [0, 1].
Hence, there exists H , a connected component of [0, 1]\
⋃
∆∈G∆, which is a non–degenerate
open interval. Note that both endpoints of H belong to Jω(T ) for all ω ∈ Ω and that at
least one of them, denoted by ξ, belongs to (0, 1). Let D ⊆ [0, 1] be a closed interval which
is
(1) disjoint from H ,
(2) ξ ∈ D,
(3) diam(D) ≤ 1
2
min {diam(H), ξ, 1− ξ}.
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As in the proof of the previous theorem (Bowen’s Formula) denote the Bowen’s parameter
bT by b. Also, as in the previous proof denote by ν and µ the respective b–conformal
measure for T : J (T ) → J (T ) and the equivalent T–invariant measure. Since Tω(ξ) = 0
or T 2ω(ξ) = 0 for all ω ∈ Ω, since 0 ∈ supp(µω) = supp(νω) for all ω ∈ Ω, and since
(Ω×H) ∩ J (T ) = ∅,
it follows that
µω(D), νω(D) > 0
for all ω ∈ Ω. In particular,
µ(Ω×D), ν(Ω×D) > 0.
It therefore follows from Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem and ergodicity of the measure µ, that
there exists a closed random measurable set (Eω)ω∈Ω1 , and an integer N ≥ 1 such that
(a) Ω1 ⊆ Ω is measurable and m(Ω1) > 0,
(b) µω(Eω) > 0 for all ω ∈ Ω1,
(c)
#
{
1 ≤ j ≤ n : T jω(z) ∈ D
}
≥
µ(E)
2
for all ω ∈ Ω1, all z ∈ Eω, and all n ≥ N where
E :=
⋃
ω∈Ω1
{ω} × Eω.
By (M5b), we have that
(d) 1
k
log
∣∣(T kω )′(z)∣∣ ≤ A
for all integers k ≥ 1, all ω ∈ Ω, and all z ∈ Jω(T ).
We now recall (see [21], compare [26]) that a set X contained in a metric space (Y, ̺) is
called mean porous if there exists a constant C ≥ 1 such that for every x ∈ X there exist
a sequence (nj) of positive integers and a sequence (xj) of points in Y such that
nj ≤ Cj
for all integers j large enough. The most significant property of mean porous sets is this.
Theorem 12.4 ([21], comp. [26]). If X is a porous subset of a metric Euclidean space Rd,
d ≥ 1, then the upper box–counting dimension of X is smaller than d. In particular,
HD(X) < d.
We shall prove the following.
Claim. For every ω ∈ Ω1, the set Eω is porous in R.
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Proof. Fix y, the middle point of H , ω ∈ Ω1, and x ∈ Eω. Let (qj)j≥1 be the infinite
increasing sequence of all integers ℓ ≥ 1 such that
T ℓω(x) ∈ D.
For every ≥ 1 set
xj := T
−qj
ω,x (y).
Then, by the Special Bounded Distortion Property, Proposition 4.4,
|x− xj | ≤ K |(T
qj
ω )
′(x)|
−1
· |T qjω (x)− y| ≤ Kη diam(H) |(T
qj
ω )
′(x)|
−1
and
dist(xj ,Jω(T )) ≥ K
−1
η
1
2
diam(H) |(T qjω )
′(x)|
−1
,
where η := dist(D, {0, 1}). Now, there exists a unique integer nj ≥ 1 such that for every
j ≥ N large enough
e−(nj+1) < |(T qjω )
′(x)|
−1
≤ e−nj .(12.14)
We thus have
|x− xj | ≤ Kη diam(H)e
−nj
and
dist(xj ,Jω(T )) ≥ (2Kηe)
−1 diam(H)e−nj .
Now, if j ≥ N , then qj ≥ N , whence it follows from (c) that
j ≥
µ(E)
2
qj
and from (d) that
qj ≥
1
A
log |(T qjω )
′(x)| .
Combining these two inequalities along with (12.14), we get
nj ≤
2A
µ(E)
j.
The proof of Claim 12 is thus complete. 
The conjunction of Claim 12 and Theorem 12.4 tells us that
HD(Eω) < 1
for all ω ∈ Ω1. But, by Remark 12.2 and item (b), HD(Eω) = bT for m–a.e. ω ∈ Ω1.
Invoking also (a), we therefore conclude that bT < 1. The proof of Theorem 12.3 is
complete. 
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